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Ron Morning Owl has attend-ed powwows across thenation for 39 years. This
weekend he slipped into the Adams
Center to check out the 36th annual
Kyi-Yo Powwow.
He was impressed, to say the
least.
“It’s one of the best I’ve been
to,” he said during one of the final
dances on Sunday. “The dancing,
the caliber of the drums — it’s all
just been very good.”
Thousands of spectators poured
into the Adams Center for the
weekend event that started Friday
night and wrapped up Sunday
evening. Whitney Top Sky, presi-
dent of University of Montana’s
Kyi-Yo Club, said it exceeded her
expectations.
“I knew there were a lot of peo-
ple coming, but I didn’t know it
would be that big,” Top Sky said.
Top Sky said she didn’t have
official attendance numbers yet, but
believes they definitely exceeded
her estimate of 3,000 per day.
Morning Owl, an experienced
powwow singer from Goldendale,
Wash., said he has rarely heard bet-
ter singing and drumming. He was-
n’t alone.
Stan Whiteman of Browning, the
first-place winner of the adult
men’s fancy dance, said it would be
hard to get a better assortment of
drum groups than this weekend’s.
“They got really outstanding
drum groups this year,” Whiteman
said while taking a break from
dancing. “There were quite a few
really well-known ones.”
Among the well-known drum
groups was Bear Creek of Ontario,
which won first place in the drum
contest. The team Whitefish Junior
from Saskatchewan came in sec-
ond, followed by Browning’s
Young Grey Horse and Dry Lake
from the Fort Belknap Indian
Reservation.
Whiteman and Morning Owl
both agreed that this year’s Kyi-Yo
powwow was better than many
they’ve attended in the past in
Missoula. Whiteman thinks one
reason a greater number of talented
participants are coming to Missoula
is because word has spread that it’s
a pleasant town.
“They treat visitors really well
here,” Whiteman said. “Missoula’s
just a really nice place to spend a
weekend.”
The Kyi-Yo Powwow had to
compete with the Gathering of
Nations Powwow in Albuquerque,
N.M., which was also held this
weekend. The Gathering of Nations
is one of the largest and most
famous powwows in the nation.
Leah Omeasoo, a dancer from
Alberta, said she’s been to both
Gathering of Nations and Kyi-Yo
powwows before. She opted for
Kyi-Yo this year.
“I’d rather go to this one,” she
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A competitor dances around the floor of the Adams Center Sunday afternoon during the adult women’s fancy
dance portion of the the 36th annual Kyi-Yo Powwow. The weekend event attracted thousands of dancers, drum-
mers and spectators from all over Washington and Montana.
In this week’s
ASUM elections, stu-
dents will once again
be asked to voice their
opinions about the voluntary fee collection
option that was shut down by the Board of
Regents in March.
The Students’ Rights Alliance circulated a
petition last week asking students to support
the collection of voluntary fees by MontPIRG
and other student groups. MontPIRG was pre-
viously the only organization that collected
fees using the system. 
The University collected voluntary fees for
MontPIRG by adding them to tuition bills of
students who elected to support the organiza-
tion. 
Cody James Pope, a member of the
Students’ Rights Alliance that formed last
month to protest the Board of Regents’ can-
cellation of the fee process, said volunteers
collected about 1,100 signatures — twice the
minimum requirement to put the initiative on
this week’s ballot.
Pope said he hopes that by passing the ini-
tiative, students will again show the regents
they support voluntary fees.
“It’s to keep the regents informed that stu-
dents are in support of this and that they’re
going to keep pressing the issue,” he said.
“It’s a perfectly reasonable thing to ask for.”
Pope and others in the Students’ Rights
Alliance, MontPIRG and other organizations
expressed their frustrations following the
Board of Regents’ March cancellation of the
fee process in the Montana University
System.
The initiative that students will vote on
Wednesday and Thursday says that despite
ASUM’s approval and about 2,000 student
signatures, the regents repealed the voluntary
fee process, setting a “detrimental precedent”
and reducing students’ free speech rights. If
students believe the voluntary fee system
should be left in place and the regents should
more closely consider UM students’ opinions,
they may vote for the initiative, Pope said.
He said the regents first approved the policy
at their March meeting and about 20 minutes
later changed their minds without explanation
or debate.
“It was pretty shady,” Pope said. “Usually if
they have a problem with something, they’ll
try to amend it first or do whatever they can.”
MontPIRG Director Dave Ponder said the
initiative is about much more than MontPIRG
wanting to keep its voluntary fee option.
“It goes far beyond voluntary fees,” he said.
“It’s about what’s the role of students in this
institution.”
Pope and Ponder both feel that the most
painful part of the regents’ decision was that it
ignored the wishes of a substantial number of
UM students.
“From MontPIRG’s perspective, given that
the campus is responding so strongly to that
position, we hope that the regents would
reconsider,” Ponder said. “The idea is to
demonstrate a broader mandate than just the
student senate and just petitions.”
Even if the initiative passes, the deadline
has lapsed to add the issue to the agenda of
the regents’ meeting in May. But Pope said
volunteers are looking into whether a UM-
specific voluntary fee policy might be possi-
ble.
Pope is also interested in seeing equal
opportunity for voluntary fees across campus.
He said UM’s Greek housing system and the
staff and faculty Charitable Giving Campaign
are a few examples of organizations that are
allowed to use the policy that are not student
groups.
“There’s a lot of asymmetry on campus,” he
said. “On one level they say, ‘Oh, voluntary
fees are a bad idea,’ but on the other hand,
they use them on campus in other ways.”
Allowing large student groups to fund
themselves with voluntary fees would benefit
other groups on campus as well, Pope said.
“The logistical argument is pretty flawed,
but the discrimination argument is even worse
because when the larger groups pull out of the
ASUM funding pool, that actually frees up a
lot more money for the smaller groups,” he
said.
Students can cast their vote on the initiative
Wednesday and Thursday during the general
election on CyberBear.
Jessica Wambach
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Kyi-Yo celebrates 36th powwow
Initiative asserts
students’ right
to offer fees
Ballot initiative will test support of voluntary student fee 
Hogan blames deficit
on lack of funding
Former
Athletic
Director
Wayne
Hogan
blamed the athletics department’s
$1 million deficit in large part on
dwindling funds from the state
and the University during an
Athletics Inquiry Panel meeting
Friday.
“It’s not about accounting, and
it’s not about whether we took a
charter plane, and it’s not about
whether we bought some bottles
of wine,” Hogan said. “It’s about a
historical and consistent under-
funding of what we’re trying to
chase.”
Hogan appeared in front of the
11-member panel after an invita-
tion to answer questions about the
deficit.
Although the department was
successful in fund raising, the
amount of money it raised depend-
ed on winning seasons, accurate
accounting and good weather,
Hogan said.
“Programs that are funded by a
large degree on their own revenue
are like a house of cards,” he said.  
Hogan said he was aware that
the department was coming up
short each year as early as 1996
and he repeatedly sent memos to
President George Dennison alert-
ing him of the problem.
The University began to con-
tribute various amounts of money
year-to-year beginning in 2000,
Hogan said, but the money served
only as a “Band-Aid” on a larger
wound.
Dennison disputed this in an
interview with the Kaimin, saying
funding began in 1996.
“Everybody on campus writes
memos about needing to have
more money,” he said. “We pro-
vide the support that we can with-
in the money that is available.”
Hogan also attributed the prob-
lem to the Adams Center renova-
tion. In a letter to Dennison, he
called the new building “a new car
without the engine that generates
revenue.”
At the time it was proposed,
Hogan was against renovating the
Adams Center. He feared cost
from bond payments, relocation,
increased staffing and lost ticket
revenue would be too great for the
department to manage.
“I saw the debt service at $1.2
million annually as financial sui-
cide for athletics,” he said.
Later the University took over
management of the center and
began charging the department
rent. While this helped relieve
some of the burden, the new floor
arrangement was less attractive to
fans and changes to the original
plans discourage its use as a con-
cert venue, Hogan said. Since
then, the department hasn’t been
able to collect the same revenue
from ticket sales as it did before
the renovation.
But the deficit that resulted
from the renovations has since
been taken care of, Dennison said.
Administrators came up with a
plan to manage it at the time,
which included taking over the
bond payments and other expens-
es.
The $1 million deficit the
department carries today consists
of about $600,000 in an ongoing
structural deficit, and $380,000 in
accounting errors.
Hogan criticized University
administrators for the manner in
which they disclosed the deficit. 
He saw two separate problems
within the deficit that needed to be
dealt with in different ways: The
structural imbalance was a serious
problem that could have been
clearly explained to the public.
Alisha Wyman
Montana Kaimin
See ATHLETICS, Page 16
Also attributes
problems to
Adams Center
renovation
See POWWOW, Page 16
“Let the Priests of the Raven of dawn, no longer in
deadly black with hoarse note curse the sons of joy. Nor
his accepted brethren, whom, tyrant, he calls free, lay the
bound or build the roof. Nor pale religious letchery call
that virginity that wishes but acts not! For every thing that
lives is Holy.”-William Blake
God bless Mother Earth. I know it’s a silly notion, prob-
ably thought up in the bowels of the liberal, environmen-
talist, fire-breathing beast, but I like it anyway. I like the
idea that the seasons go on just fine without us. I like the
idea that every spring the dormant world blossoms back to
life and reminds us that we’re alive. I like the idea that the
world ain’t what we think it is, it’s just what it is. So a
belated happy Earth Day to you all. I hope you spent the
day racked with guilt or overcome with gratitude — one
of the two.
So this is it comrades: the last haul, the last hurrah, the
end of the long, treacherous road of rants and rambles.
We’ve had some good times, you and I.
We. A word that seems to be giving us a little trouble
lately. “We the people hold these truths to be self-evident:
that all men are created equal.” We the people who refuse
to accept corruption and empire. We the people born from
revolution. We.
Do we really have faith in democracy anymore, though?
I know we say we do, and we fly our flags and say ‘God
bless,’ but if we really did have faith in democracy, would
we accept what has become of ours? Would we accept
such corruption? Would we have accepted the fiasco in
Florida? Would we put something as sacred as our vote in
the hands of an unreliable machine with no paper trail to
tell us any different? And would we, the “beacons of
democracy,” accept an apathy as rampant as ours?
Our resolve to question ourselves about such things is
absolutely vital to the health of our democracy, and it is
our real strength. It’s quite apparent, however, that we are
having trouble doing that, and our great democracy is in
peril.
Our president, in particular, is having trouble with this.
The very word “mistake,” caused him to stutter and
squirm in what was the most pathetic and awkward silence
in the history of presidents. No mistakes, though, which is
impressive. Now we just “stay the course,” whatever that
course and its consequences may be.
Speaking of consequences, Bush and company will
receive their’s when they are voted out of office this
November, with your help, for their deception, crony-capi-
talism, ineptitude and arrogance. It is a small price to pay
for making this world a more dangerous place for
Americans. It is a small price to pay for thousands of lives
lost.
We’re living in a dangerous world, but widespread posi-
tive change has never been so close. Bush’s unilateralism
has united us in a desire to work together. Globalization
does not have to be corporate-driven. It can, and is becom-
ing a global community intent on the ideals of fair wages,
just working conditions, and sustainability. It is already
happening.
It’s going to take sacrifice, though. Surely, if we’re will-
ing to send our soldiers off to war for our freedom, we
lucky Americans are ready to step up and make some sac-
rifices here at home. We can start by dropping the dillu-
sion that our consumption and waste (the worst in the
world) are of no consequence. Then can we live by exam-
ple. 
We can drop the dillusions of America’s supreme right
(militaristic and economic) and benevolence. To use them
as arguments is giving up hope in each other, and it is
indefensible. The war in Iraq is a startling example. Those
who still support this war seem to have trouble admitting
their mistakes. Thus the “Well, Saddam was a bad guy”
defense. It holds no water, and no military in the world can
defend itself from a world scorned by lies and inequity.
Dignity won’t allow it.
I am proud to be an American, but the America this
country is becoming is breaking my heart. Our culture is
in a sorry state of conformity, consumerism and greed.
And we sell it all to our children. Where is the America
that embraces diversity? Where is the America that told
the British Empire to go to hell? Where is the America that
survived the “Dust Bowl?” Where is the spirit of the civil
rights movement? And where the hell is Main Street? It
would be good to find it all again before it’s too late. 
OK, I’m running out of room. First of all, to anyone
who ever took the time to read my words, thank you. I’d
buy you all a beer for a chance to talk to you if I could (I
can’t, I’m broke, I’m sorry). To my many dear friends, I
am forever grateful for your support. To all those who self-
lessly work to make Missoula the strong community it is,
thank you. To every working man and woman, every dis-
senter, every conscientious objector and civil disobeyer:
You are the patriots. Don’t lose heart. (Also, to the 3,444
people who showed up to the “Academic Rally:” they saw
us and they’re scared. Don’t let up. I’m also sorry that it
wasn’t organized better.)
One person can make a difference. Over 6 billion do it
every day. Everything is riding on our resolve to reach out
and make a ripple in the universe. Now.
That said, I wish you all all the love in the world. Peace,
I’m out.
David Nolt is a senior in photojournalism, a
bleeding heart and a tree-hugger. 
Versus is a weekly column that contrasts liberal
and conservative viewpoints. The columnists are vol-
unteers and do not represent the views of the Kaimin.
On the ballot during the upcoming ASUM elections, the Montana
Kaimin is requesting an increase in the fee students pay to contribute
to the operating costs of the newspaper. The fee would increase from
$2 to $4 every semester.
The Kaimin is making this request, the first of its kind of several
years, in order to keep up with the rising costs of producing the
newspaper. Printing costs for the newspaper have increased by
roughly 10 percent every year. We have adjusted our advertising
rates accordingly, but in order to remain competitive, we cannot
place the financial burden on advertisers alone.
The Kaimin is the University community’s most reliable and thor-
ough source for news, sports, arts and outdoors information. It is a
wholly student-run enterprise, completely independent from the
School of Journalism and directed and staffed only by students. The
paper has taken the lead on reporting the athletics department’s budg-
et fiasco, and consistently brings students news that directly affects
them.
This year, because we pledged to make the newspaper financially
stable, we have been forced to print smaller papers than we normally
have. This means fewer stories about campus issues that matter to
students. The primary purpose for an increase in our fee is to print
larger papers and dedicate more of our space to news, instead of
advertisements.
The major cost of running the paper is not salaries — the average
reporter makes $300 a month for putting in 40 to 50 hours a week —
but technology upgrades and photography and printing costs.
The Kaimin currently uses software versions built in the late
1990s. Our computers also date to that time period. Because of the
unreliable nature of the computers, we often spend hours during the
early morning fighting bugs and errors that could easily be remedied
by modern technology. Some of the increased revenue generated
from the fee would go to fixing our trouble-plagued computers.
The Kaimin must pay $1,500 a year to the journalism school in
order to use its darkroom. This is not cost-effective, as we could
instead buy professional digital cameras for a relatively similar
amount. Money generated from the increase in the student fee will
go to investing in digital equipment to save our newsroom time and
money.
Currently, when breaking the $2 fee down, students pay 4 cents an
issue for the Kaimin. With the increase, students will pay 8 cents.
Compare this to a major daily newspaper, with costs of 25 cents per
issue. 
We understand that there is currently a hostile attitude taken to
increases in student fees. But let us make absolutely clear that this
fee will not be used to pay off any sort of debt or financial problem.
The Kaimin is financially sound. What we are seeking is an increase
in our ability to produce news. Currently, monetary restraints keep us
from accomplishing that goal. 
When students vote online this week, we hope that they will keep
in mind the newspaper that gives them all of their campus news four
days a week. Vote yes on the increase the Kaimin fee initiative.
-Christopher Rodkey, editor
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The Montana Kaimin, in its 106th year, is
published by the students of The
University of Montana, Missoula. The UM
School of Journalism uses the Montana
Kaimin for practice courses but assumes
no control over policy or content. 
Send letters to the editor to
letters@kaimin.org or drop them off in
Journalism 106
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KAIMIN is a Salish word for messages.
Hope for change in U.S. remains
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Increased Kaimin fee 
to fund more coverage
David Nolt
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Want to Know Where You’re 
Going to Live in the Fall?
RESERVE YOUR APARTMENT NOW AND STORE YOUR
THINGS OVER THE SUMMER FOR FREE!
IMMACULATE STUDIO APARTMENTS
*Across the river from U of M
*All Utilities Paid
*Free High Speed DSL
*Free Cable (60 channels)
*$465.00 per monthCLARK
FORK
REALTY 728-2621 OR 544-0799
About 90MPG, 55MPH
Multiple Colors Avail.
Same engine as Vespa!
Scooterville Montana
138 W. Broadway
Downtown, across from Court House
April & May Hours
Tues-Fri: 12-7 • Sat: 10-5
(406) 721-9966 • www.scootmt.com
Derbi
Atlantis
$2499
Monthly pmt of $75*
*OAC, Mt. Ed. CU (728-1034)
The Provost’s 
Series     istinguished Faculty  D
The university community and general public are 
cordially invited to attend. Admission is free.
Dr. Richard Bridges
Music Recital Hall
Wed., April 28, 2004, 7:00 p.m.
“Memory Maker or Memory Taker?
The Many Roles That Glutamate
Plays In The Brain”
S p r i n g   2 0 0 4   L e c t u r e
Founding member of the Montana Neuroscience Institute, Dr. Bridges is a 
professor of Biomedical and Pharmaceutical Sciences and Director of the 
University's Center for Biomedical Research Excellence in Neuroscience.  
His lecture will trace the fascinating discoveries that led to our under-
standing of how the amino acid glutamate works in the brain, as well as 
provide some speculation on how drugs of the future may act on these 
systems to treat diseases and possibly even enhance normal brain function.
 
20th Year at the Footbridge • 809 E. Front St.
Grand Re-opening April 23 
All Week
It’s Not Nice To Mess With Mother Nature
All Around You Man, All Around You
— Through April 30: all day too
Observation - Walk and Roll Week. Why not
walk to school? Remember: Fido can’t die the
horribly excruciating death of being cooked alive
if you don’t put him the car first.
Girls Girls Girls
PAR/TV Montana Museum of Art and
Culture — Through May 1
11 a.m.-3 p.m. Tuesday-Saturday
3 p.m.-7 p.m. Friday
Art exhibit - “The Female Form,”
by Henry Meloy. Yep, it’s still going
on. And those liz-adies?  They got it
going on too.
A Screen Door Joke Here
PAR/TV Masquer Theatre 
— Through May 1: 7:30 p.m.
Play - “The Screens.” It’s at 7:30, so double
check to make sure it’s open or you’ll crash right
into it. Tickets, $11/general, $10/students and
seniors.
Toooooseday, April 27
We’re All Just People Chorus
Music Recital Hall— 7:30 p.m.
Concert - Women’s and Men’s Chorus. What’s
that? You think if it’s a women’s and men’s cho-
rus then it’s just called a plain old chorus? Well
you’d be wrong PUNK. (P.S. the concert is free)
Work It Girl. Work It.
Lommasson Center 154
— 4:30 p.m.-6 p.m.
Workshop - “Making Career Fairs Work For
You.” Because you need to understand that dur-
ing the interview you shouldn’t ask if it counts
as being charged with a felony when the guy
really, really, really deserved to die.
Weather
Accuracy Watch
High:
Low: 45
Hot and Windy
Kaimin Weather -  “A One Man Guy”
Today we present the top five things that are better and worse than
Kaimin Weather. In descending order, they are:
The Montana Kaimin is committed to accuracy in its
reports. If you think the Kaimin has committed an
error of fact, please call 243-2394 or e-mail 
editor@kaimin.org and let us know. If we find a 
factual error was made, we will correct it on this page. 
83
Lunch With Andre Too
UC North Ballroom — 11 a.m.-12 p.m.
Forum - “Lunch With The (Next) Governor.”
Third-party candidates today, republicans and
democrat candidates tomorrow. Find out what the
candidates are all about?*
*Jacks are what it’s all about nowadays. They’re really making
a comeback we hear.
Wednesday, April 27
Student Recital And Freakout Here
Music Recital Hall — 7:30 p.m.
Student recital - Ryan Waniata will be demon-
strating the beautiful but deadly
Buddha’s Palm technique of fighting
— oh wait — wrong press release.
Ryan Waniata is a tenor*. (Why would I
type out the error and keep it, much less comment
about it if it really were an error? Wait a minute! Am
I typing my thoughts out right now?! Stop it. STOP
IT!! GET OUT OF MY MIND!!)
ASUM Senate (Surprise) Meeting
University Center 332-333 — 6 p.m.
Meeting - ASUM Senate. If you’re really lucky
the ASUM senators may combine to form the
ultimate robot Destructeo and crush lawbreakers
around campus with his mighty claws of metal.
The Almanac Sets It Straight
Gallagher Building 124— 7 p.m.
Lecture - “Women from the Maghreb on the
Screen: Between Tradition and Modernity,” by
Ida Kummer. It’s time to call Mr. Almanac:
*ring ring*
Hello, this is the Almanac, how may I help?
Mrs. Almanac ma’am, what is a Maghreb?
Why it’s Northwest Africa and at the time of
the Moorish occupation, Spain; now considered
as including Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia and
sometimes Libya.
OK, thanks! Kisses!
Kaipril
or not Calendar of Events
Clarification:
In Friday’s Montana Kaimin, a story about the ASUM Elections
Committee failed to state that the committee dismissed allegations
that MontPIRG contributed Gale Price and Vinnie Pavlish’s exec-
utive campaign.
Better than KW
5: Nothing
4. Jesus
3: UM Dance Dept.
2. Being dipped in a vat of 
warm, rising bread dough
1. Freaky Screaming Girl
(pictured, left)
Worse than KW
5: Kaimin Calendar Boy
4: Jesus
3: Condiments
2: Leaving your dog tied
up outside sans water,
food
1: Longboards
Kaimin Weather’s time is almost up here at the Kaimin. So please don’t
send us your suggestions for what to do, because we just won’t read them.
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Candidates for top spots discuss fees and academics
It has been a difficult year in the halls
of ASUM, but two of the candidates for
president and vice president said that if
they are elected, they can use what they
have learned this year to bring ASUM to
new levels.
“I’m not going to lie, it has been a
long, hard year,” presidential candidate
Gale Price said. “But it has been a learn-
ing experience every step of the way.”
Price, a native of the Bitterroot Valley,
is running with Vinnie Pavlish of
Billings. One of their main priorities will
be to lobby the Legislature to keep tuition
as low as possible, they both said.
“Dealing with the Legislature is a deli-
cate business,” Pavlish said. “We have to
have someone willing to talk to legisla-
tors, but also stand up and fight for stu-
dents.”
Tuition levels have reached a breaking
point in relation to Montana’s status as
having one of the smallest economies in
the nation, Price said.
“If tuition keeps skyrocketing, we
aren’t going to have any more students to
represent,” Price said. Price and Pavlish
both say their love for Montana and its
natural beauty kept them from going out
of the state for college. Once they hit the
UM campus, they became involved with
ASUM for different reasons.
“I felt it was kind of a duty,” Pavlish
said of his decision to run for ASUM
Senate last year. “Representative govern-
ment only works if people stand up.”
Price was first exposed to ASUM while
covering the senate as a reporter for
KBGA. 
“I got frustrated,” she said. “I had an
opinion and I wanted to voice it.”
That experience helps her remember to
always think of the perspective that is not
represented at the meetings, she said.
“You can’t represent all points of view,
but you have to try,” she said.
Price said that when she was elected as
vice president last year, she had little
political experience, and that hindered
ASUM. But now she knows what she is
doing, she said.
“Now I know how, and we are going to
get so much done for students,” Price
said.
Price and Pavlish criticize their oppo-
nents for running on a few specific issues
without articulating a vision for the over-
all course of ASUM.
“People who have a
vision beyond one or two
issues need to get elected,”
Price said. “Vinnie and I
have that vision.”
Athletics fee
Pavlish and Price said
they are proud of the work
they have done to lower
the proposed athletics fee
increase. They do not sup-
port a strict student stance
against any fee increases.
Currently, the administra-
tion is requesting an athlet-
ics fee increase of $16 over
the next four years and a
$5 surcharge on student
football tickets. Two
months ago, administrators
were asking for a $30
increase without ticket sur-
charges.
“The best solution starts
with not walking away
from the table,” Pavlish said.
Price said the athletics department
deficit represents an awful situation for
students, but students have to work with
administrators to get what is best for
them.
“(The current proposal) is not ideal, but
it is workable,” Price said.
Voluntary student fees
Voluntary student fees are important
because they will free up more money
within the ASUM budget for smaller stu-
dent groups, Price and Pavlish said. If
MontPIRG is forced to come to ASUM
for funding, other student groups could
lose out. MontPIRG was the only group
that collected voluntary fees under the
policy canceled by the Board of Regents.
“If MontPIRG comes to ASUM (for
funding) it will decrease the pot for other
students,” Pavlish said.
Price and Pavlish said they will contin-
ue to fight for an expanded voluntary stu-
dent fee policy at UM, especially because
faculty and staff have the option of
donating part of their paychecks to chari-
table organizations.
“Students aren’t second-class citizens,”
Price said. “Faculty and staff have the
right and so should students.”
Higher academic standards at UM
Higher academic standards and the
higher prestige that should come with
them would be good for UM, Price and
Pavlish said.
“This is a primarily academic institu-
tion. It ought to be worth what students
pay,” Pavlish said.
While higher standards are good, they
must be implemented carefully, the two
said.
Pavlish said the upper-division writing
proficiency assessment is not helping.
“The writing proficiency assessment
doesn’t increase academic anything,” he
said.
Campaign spending limits
It is easy to go over spending limits,
but there is no reason why candidates
can’t get their message out with $100,
Price said.
Pavlish agreed.
“One hundred dollars is perfect,” he
said.
Price said she has been more satisfied
with her campaign this year than she was
with last year’s campaign, when she and
current ASUM President Aaron Flint
broke spending limits.
“You just have to plan ahead,” Price said.
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Patrick Van Orden and Molly Sweeney,
candidates for ASUM president and vice
president, are down to earth, easygoing
and in touch with student issues, they
both said. 
Their No. 1 priority is to send plus-
minus grading to a student vote, said Van
Orden, who is running for president.
“I’m not necessarily for or against it,
but I think students need to have a say,”
Van Orden said.
Seeking more money for higher educa-
tion is also a big issue, said Sweeney,
who is running for vice president.
“Working with the Legislature is a big
thing,” she said.
Van Orden, who grew up in Pasadena,
Calif., and Missoula, said he became
involved in student government because
he wanted to get to know his university.
“It is interesting to learn about how the
University works. I wanted a hands-on
experience,” he said.
Sweeney, a native of Belt, a town of
500 east of Great Falls, has no ASUM
experience, but she said her work with
the Advocates, a group of UM students
who help introduce freshmen to life at
UM, has given her a broad range of
knowledge about the University.
She has been watching ASUM closely
this year and wants to change what she
sees as a hostile environment, she said.
“Hostile politics drive people away,”
Sweeney said. “Lots of people look at
ASUM and say, ‘No. This is just a mud-
slinging match,” Sweeney said.
Van Orden said UM needs to change
the way it lobbies the Legislature. Higher
education can’t simply stick its hand out
and expect more money, he said.
“We need to convince them that UM is
an integral part of the economy,” Van
Orden said. 
Sweeney and Van Orden see opportuni-
ty for higher education in the coal beds of
Montana.
The state of Wyoming turned a deficit
into a billion-dollar surplus by mining
more coal, and Montana can do the same,
they said.
Sweeney supports giving all Montana
high school graduates $1,000 scholar-
ships to attend Montana public universi-
ties with money earned
from more coal mining. 
“Through all of that rev-
enue, there are lot of
things you can do for high-
er education,” Sweeney
said.
Van Orden and Sweeney
said their issues are more
congruent with student
issues.
“Gale (Price) and Vinnie
(Pavlish) have become out
of touch with the average
student,” Van Orden said.
“We don’t talk in bureau-
cratic language.”
Sweeney said her status
as an outsider will be a
benefit.
“It is important to have
an outside perspective,”
she said.
Athletics fee
Van Orden and Sweeney said they will
fight against any increase in the athletics
fee.
“I am absolutely against raising it for
students,” Sweeney said. “Raising it a
few dollars every year is more subtle than
a $30 increase, but it is still the same.”
Van Orden said the athletics depart-
ment can take care of the deficit by
shrinking its budget and raising ticket
prices.
“How do you go to Helena and ask for
more money when we keep raising our
own fees?” Van Orden said.
Voluntary student fees
Although Van Orden supported the
ASUM-expanded voluntary student fee
proposal, he said, “The Board of Regents
made their decision whether we like it or
not.”
He said he thinks the makeup of the
Board of Regents needs to change before
students can have any hope of getting
them to support voluntary fees. And they
agree that there are other issues ASUM
should be working on instead.
“There are a number of other pressing
issues (for ASUM),” Van Orden said.
Sweeney agreed.
“I don’t think there is a lot we can do
about it at this point,” she said.
Higher academic standards at UM
Plus-minus grading is the most impor-
tant issue when it come to academic stan-
dards at UM, Van Orden said.
Sweeney said that she supports higher
standards, but students should have a say.
A student referendum on plus-minus
grading would not be binding, but it
would help steer the University’s course.
“I’d like to see UM become a leader in
the West, but you can’t do that without
student input,” he said.
Campaign spending limits
The current limit of $100 is too low
and gives a huge advantage to incum-
bents, Van Orden and Sweeney said.
“$100 is pretty ridiculous,” Van Orden
said, because it doesn’t allow candidates
to get their message to all of the campus.
“Lots of people don’t even know when
it is election day,” he said.
A $200 to $300 limit would be more
appropriate, Van Orden said.
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Presidential Candidate
Gale Price
Junior
Political science
No political affiliation
One year as ASUM
vice president
Vice-Presidential Candidate
Vinnie Pavlish
Sophomore
Political science
Democrat
One year as ASUM
senator
Vice-Presidential Candidate
Molly Sweeney
Sophomore
Communications
Member of College
Republicans
No ASUM experience
Presidential Candidate
Patrick Van Orden
Junior
Political science
Member of College
Republicans
One year as ASUM senator
ASUM ELECTIONS
VOTE ON
CYBERBEAR!
ASUM General Election
Polls open at 12:00am on Wednesday 
April 28th and will close at 11:59pm on
Thursday April 29th.
Rob Welsh
Sophomore
Economics
No party affiliation
Two years as an ASUM senator
Rob Welsh, candidate for ASUM business
manager for 2004-2005, likes a good chal-
lenge. Likewise, he wants his university to
challenge itself.
Welsh stresses his experience in ASUM
and his desire to “hit the ground running” if
elected. He said he will spend
the summer working tirelessly
to make sure ASUM begins the
fall of 2004 with a solid plan
for lobbying the Legislature
and will make sure the senate
gets off to a good start. 
Welsh, a native of Spokane,
Wash., wanted to immediately
immerse himself in the activi-
ties of the University of
Montana. This immersion
began when he arrived on cam-
pus as a freshman and saw
there were openings for ASUM
senators. He picked up an
application and by the end of September of
his freshman year, he was an ASUM senator.
Now a sophomore and two-year veteran of
ASUM, he wants to step up to the executive
level and be the next business manager of
ASUM.
“I’d be able to transition seamlessly (into
being business manager),” Welsh said.
The business manager is responsible for
distributing ASUM’s nearly $700,000 annual
budget to student groups. The money comes
from the activities fee placed on tuition bills
as well as from the University’s general fund.
ASUM could be more efficient than it has
been lately, Welsh said. One of his first prior-
ities if elected would be to spend the summer
reviewing all of ASUM’s fiscal policies,
bylaws and personnel policies.
“They have been rewritten so many times,
it is time we go back over those,” Welsh said.
Welsh has specific plans to make ASUM
better, he said.
“What I hear from my opponent is some
nice fluffy language with no teeth,” Welsh
said.
Athletics fee
The financial troubles in the athletics
department have left students in a precarious
position, Welsh said.
“As I have said before, students are
between a rock and a hard place,” he said.
The administration, the community and
UM students will have to bear the burden of
the athletics department’s $1 million deficit
this time around, but hopefully never again,
Welsh said. And the current proposal on the
table is better than what was originally pro-
posed, he added. 
A few months ago, the athletics department
asked for the student athletics fee to be dou-
bled, from the current $30 per semester to
$60. The new proposal asks for about half of
the original increase, but adds a surcharge of
$5 per football ticket.
“We were able to reduce the burden,”
Welsh said.
Voluntary student fees
“I’ve always been in support of voluntary
fees,” Welsh said. 
Perhaps some of the Board
of Regents’ opposition to vol-
untary fees was based on ideo-
logical differences with
MontPIRG, Welsh said.
But one of the best reasons
to support voluntary fees is that
if you do not support an organ-
ization, you don’t have to give
them money, Welsh said.
Higher academic standards
at UM
UM can become a more
prestigious institution, Welsh
said. To achieve this, UM
needs to become the root of
economic prosperity in the state, he said.
Welsh advocates more rigorous academics at
UM, thereby producing more quality gradu-
ates whose success in the work force would
increase Montana’s tax base. With a higher
tax base, more buildings could be constructed
here and UM could attract more students and
better students, he said. This is one of the
reasons why Welsh is also in favor of plus-
minus grading.
“When people realize Montana produces
good graduates, that degree means more. It’s
not just a $40,000 piece of paper,” he said.
UM needs to emphasize that a prestigious
university system can bring more prosperity
to the state when lobbying the Legislature for
more funds, Welsh said.
“Raise the stature and you will attract bet-
ter students,” Welsh said.
Campaign spending limits
Welsh was one of the principle authors of
the election reforms of last year that lowered
spending limits from $175 to $100.
“I am proud of the work we did,” Welsh
said. “The whole goal was to make ASUM
accessible to students of all economic back-
grounds.”
In light of accusations of overspending lev-
eled against both tickets for president and
vice president during this campaign, Welsh’s
only worry is that ASUM will become too
concerned with policing student campaigns.
“We have to be able to trust students,”
Welsh said.
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Cassie Morton
Junior
Business-Information Systems
MontPIRG conservative
Student at Large on ASUM
Board of Budget and Finance
Being prepared is of utmost importance to
Cassie Morton, candidate for business manager
for 2004-2005.
“I am a professor’s daughter,” Morton said.
Morton is a Missoula native who has “literally
grown up on campus.”
Morton’s main focus as
business manager would be to
make sure students are more
informed about ASUM activi-
ties and budgeting. She wants
to get better information out to
student groups before the
budgeting process begins in
February.
“I want to make sure people
are prepared,” she said.
Morton, who has been the
treasurer for her sorority,
Kappa Kappa Gamma, for the
last two years, said she loves
working on budgets and allo-
cating money.
“I like allocating more than collecting,”
Morton said. “I love working with people. I
have good people skills.”
The business manager is responsible for dis-
tributing ASUM’s nearly $700,000 annual
budget to student groups. The money comes
from the activities fee placed on tuition bills
and money from the University’s general fund.
Morton said she knows what it is like to be
on the other side of the budgeting process. She
is a member of the student group Montana
Information Systems Association and a found-
ing member of the Catholics United for the
Faith.
“I know what it feels like to come and ask
for money,” she said. Because of this, she will
make a good liaison between the student body
and ASUM, she said.
As business manager, Morton would empha-
size the importance of the student-at-large posi-
tions on ASUM committees and how easy it is
to start a student group, she said.
“Student-at-large positions should be covet-
ed positions,” Morton said
A self-described tech nerd, Morton has been
a part of the business school tech team since
she was a senior in high school. The tech team
is charged with solving computer problems that
faculty and students have in the Gallagher
Business Building. Her troubleshooting experi-
ence makes her a good fit for business manag-
er, she said.
One of Morton’s main goals is to improve
the ASUM Web site. One of the main problems
with the site is that Spectral Fusion, a UM
Internet programming firm, makes all the
changes, no matter how minute, she said.
“I don’t think ASUM should be paying
Spectral Fusion $25 an hour to make little text
changes,” Morton said. “People in the office
should be able to do that themselves.”
Morton has been serving as a student at large
on the ASUM Board of Budget and Finance
Committee, but has no experience in the sen-
ate. She said her status as an ASUM outsider
will make her serve average students better.
“I can learn parliamentary procedure. That is
the easy part. People skills I already have,”
Morton said.
Athletics fee
Morton is not convinced that
students need to bear the bur-
den of the athletics depart-
ment’s $1 million deficit. She
believes that student opposition
to the fee could inspire the
Board of Regents to ask the
Legislature for more money to
help cover the deficit. She also
believes that the Missoula
community could chip in more
through higher ticket prices.
“I have been a Griz fan for
life. Investing in football is a
good investment,” Morton said.
Voluntary student fees
Morton supports the ability of student
groups to collect voluntary fees through the
administration. She points out that her sorority,
uses the administration to collect house dues
from its members every semester and that UM
faculty and staff can give part of their pay-
checks to charitable organizations.
“I admit that voluntary fees are a right and
not a privilege, but they are a privilege UM is
proud to give to students, faculty and staff,”
Morton said.
Morton said she believes that part of the rea-
son the regents rejected the expanded voluntary
fee policy was that the plan was not specific
enough. With a more concrete plan, the regents
might let UM have an expanded voluntary fee
system, Morton said.
Higher academic standards at UM
If UM is seen as a more prestigious universi-
ty, it could attract more out-of-state students —
more out-of-state students will equal more
funding, Morton said.
“Investing in education is a great invest-
ment,” Morton said.
Campaign spending limits
Students shouldn’t be able to buy their way
into office, but Morton would not be opposed
to reasonably increasing spending limits, she
said.
If there is a primary election, students should
be able to spend $150, Morton said. The cur-
rent limit, with or without a primary, is $100.
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Bryce Bennett (P)
Freshman, pre-comm.
Democrat
Why are you running for
ASUM?
As a member of student groups, I
have seen what ASUM does for the
University. I want it to be better,
and I want to be a part of that
process.
What will be your No. 1 priori-
ty if elected?
The voluntary fee, which affects everyone on campus.
Along with that would be sustainable campus and improv-
ing the security.
What is your stance on raising the athletic fee? Do
you have any alternative solutions to the deficit?
I am opposed to raising the fee. The athletics depart-
ment could go about finding other manners of getting the
funding that they need. I do not think it is the students’
responsibility to pick up the bill for the athletics depart-
ment’s gross negligence. I think season tickets prices
should be increased and the athletics department should
seek funding from the alumni. The possibility of beer at
games needs to be looked at as well.
How do you feel about the campaign spending limit
for senate candidates? Do you think the rules need to
be refined?
I agree with the limit. A hundred dollars for a campaign
is probably even more than a senate candidate needs. I
would be very much against raising the fee. I think it is
out of line when people think free speech goes with
spending limits. I think $100 is incredibly ample for a stu-
dent senate campaign.
What is your position on the funding of student
groups through voluntary fees?
I think the voluntary fee is an incredible thing that is
very beneficial to all the student groups on campus.
Student groups using the voluntary fee do not drain
money out of ASUM’s funding pool, and then that money
can go to helping other groups that are not funded so well
because of the number of student groups being funded
through ASUM.
Are you opposed to higher admissions standards at
UM or do you support the efforts of administrators to
gradually raise the standards?
I think the U should have high standards, but at the
same time I can never accept a policy that could deny
people a college education — mostly to those where the
University of Montana is the only possibility. 
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Andrew Bissell
Junior, economics
Republican
Incumbent ASUM senator
Why are you running for
ASUM?
I was on ASUM this year, and
I’ve seen the way it can have an
impact on the community. And I
want to be apart of it. 
What will be your No. 1 priori-
ty if elected?
We need to look into making membership in ASUM
voluntary for students because all students are forced to
pay, but many do not take part in ASUM groups or activi-
ties. I think it is unfair to us to ask them to pay the fee.
What is your stance on raising the athletic fee? Do
you have any alternative solutions to the deficit?
I do not think the fee should be raised. To pay $5 for
student tickets in reserved student seating is reasonable,
but there is still some significant fee increases on the table
from the budget director. I think the budget deficit needs
to be made up in athletic budget cuts.
How do you feel about the campaign spending limit
for senate candidates? Do you think the rules need to
be refined?
I do not like the campaign spending limit, but I don’t
think it is necessary to spend $100 dollars. But I think
campaigns should be allowed to spend as much as they
want to spend. There should be limits to the UC. I think it
is a matter of freedom of speech. I supported rasing the
limits.
What is your position on the funding of student
groups through voluntary fees?
I thought the compromise MontPRIG brought to the
regents was reasonable. It is a voluntary fee, and that is
why I do not have a problem with it. Now that they have
been repealed, MontPIRG may have to come to ASUM for
funding.
Are you opposed to higher admissions standards at
UM or do you support the efforts of administrators to
gradually raise the standards?
I support the effort to raise standards. Even though we
have kept our standards at the same level, they are actual-
ly getting lower because it is getting easier to have a high-
er GPA in high school. It is going to promote a better cul-
ture at the University and look better when we have more
students focused on their studies and create more of an
academic setting.
Greg Burton
Freshman in History
Independent
Why are you running for
ASUM?
I’m running for ASUM because
I’d like to get involved with student
government and see how it func-
tions and be a part of it.
What will be your No. 1 priori-
ty if elected?
To hear students’ grievances and try to remedy any
problems that would arise.
What is your stance on raising the athletic fee? Do
you have any alternative solutions to the deficit?
It should be voluntary. It’s such a dramatic increase. I
just don’t see how its viable to push off one department’s
blatant mistakes and expect the students to foot the bill for
it. But if the students want to pay for it, then by all means. 
I think they should hit up alums and the athletic backers
... and have different kinds of fund-raising events. I don’t
think it should rest solely on students.
How do you feel about the campaign spending limit
for senate candidates? Do you think the rules need to
be refined?
If you want to spend more than the quota, I feel you
should feel free to do that. I can see where it could be
conceived as unfair, but I don’t think it should really be
such a big issue as it’s turning out to be. A $100 cap is
kind of ridiculous in itself. It’s restricting.
What is your position on funding of student groups
through voluntary fees?
I don’t really see a problem with it.
Are you opposed to higher admissions standards at
UM or do you support the efforts of administrators to
gradually raise the standards?
I think it should be more of a gradual raise ... We
should always strive for improving the quality of students
here at the University.
Brad Cederberg
Sophomore, business 
No political affiliation
Incumbent ASUM senator
Why are you running for
ASUM?
I really like to be involved on
campus and my experience this
year has shown me that there is an
endless need to get things done and
not just debate issues. 
What will be your No. 1 priority if elected?
Fighting student fees and looking for other solutions for
funding. I would also like to see the ASUM Web site run-
ning better so students can access information more easily. 
What is your stance on raising the athletics fee? Do
you have any alternative solutions to the deficit?
I’m against raising the athletics fee. But with all the
outrage that the students have been showing I feel that the
compromises and solutions that the faculty are making are
going in the right direction. 
Selling beer at football games. I want to go and talk to
the state legislature and get more funding for the
University.
How do you feel about the campaign spending limit
for senate candidates? Do you think the rules need to
be refined?
I don’t want college campaigns to turn into a campaign
where money makes the winner. But I have to work to pay
my tuition and so I don’t have as much time to lobby stu-
dents as opposed to someone whose parents’ pay for their
tuition. And so I support an increase in spending limits so
that I can put up more posters to get my message across in
place of me talking to students.
What is your position on the funding of student
groups through voluntary fees?
No group should have special privileges. I support
everyone having it or no one having it. 
Are you opposed to higher admissions standards at
UM or do you support the efforts of administrators to
gradually raise the standards?
I support a gradual increase as long as the needs of stu-
dents who want to go to COT or to a two-year program
are being met. 
Tyler Clairmont (P)
Junior, political science
Progressive
Why are you running for
ASUM?
It’s something I’ve always
thought of since I started school
here, and I’ve never had time for it.
And now I feel like I can commit
the time to it that it takes, and it’s
something that I think I would enjoy.
What will be your No. 1 priority if elected?
I think getting students’ voices more out there, getting
them heard.
What is your stance on raising the athletic fee? Do
you have any alternative solutions to the deficit?
I don’t know enough about the budget right now to try
and come up with alternative solutions. But I do think that
students should vote on whether or not the fee should go
up. It shouldn’t just be a “Sorry, you guys have to cover
it” type of deal.
How do you feel about the campaign spending limit
for senate candidates? Do you think the rules need to
be refined?
I actually think that they’re really good the way they are
now because it keeps the elections fair and it kind of
keeps them all level.
What is your position on the funding of student
groups through voluntary fees?
I think that if the students are willing to say OK, yeah,
we’re going to vote every couple of years and say we
want to keep your voluntary fees, then it’s fine. I don’t see
in anyway where it causes a problem for anyone.
Are you opposed to higher admissions standards at
UM or do you support the efforts of administrators to
gradually raise the standards?
I’m kind of torn on the issue. I see the benefit of having
higher standards for admission, but at the same time I
don’t feel that people should be turned away because they
messed up in high school or something.
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Casey Gierke
Senior, Asian studies
No political affiliation
Why are you running for
ASUM?
I think we need some good peo-
ple to represent students at UM.
And also, I want to pursue a career
in politics. I’m interested in learn-
ing the political workings of it all.
What is your No. 1 priority if elected?
One concern that has been bothering me is safety on
campus. I would like to see more changed there, whether
through more patrolling or more educational programs and
making the campus escort service more available.
What is your stance on raising the athletics fee? Do
you have any alternative solutions to the deficit?
I am opposed to it. I am in favor of raising season ticket
prices for sports. I just don’t think the general student
body should have to pay. I know most students aren’t here
because of the sports teams.
How do you feel about the campaign spending limit
for senate candidates? Do you think the rules need to
be refined?
I have no problem with the campaign spending limits. I
think there should be a limit to equal it out among the
candidates. 
What is your position on the funding of student
groups through voluntary fees?
It’s definitely going to be case-specific. As far as
MontPIRG goes, I think that it was perfectly acceptable
for them to collect fees that way. MontPIRG helps out all
students on campus whether they realize it or not. I almost
feel like MontPIRG is something that everyone should
have to pay for.
Are you opposed to higher admission standards at
UM or do you support the efforts of the administrators
to gradually raise the standards?
I got into UM with the lowest ACT score accepted by
UM. I know there are a lot of people getting in with even
lower grades. There isn’t any point in raising the bar if
you’re going to let people fly past it. I don’t think they
should raise the standard if they’re not going to enforce it.
Nezha Haddouch
Junior, information systems 
Independent 
Why are you running for
ASUM?
I believe that since I come from a
different country I would bring a
different perspective to how the
senate looks at problems and I
heard it’s a good experience. I want
to gain experience in dealing with
problems that the campus is having and just meet new
people. 
What will be your No. 1 priority if elected?
Well, I have a lot of questions about that writing assess-
ment. I just think it’s unfair to a lot of students. Coming
from a different country, I can write in my own language
but then when it comes to English I can speak it, but writ-
ing it — I probably will have problems with that. 
What is your stance on the athletics fee? Do you
have any alternative solutions to the deficit?
Well, I’m against it and I don’t see why they should
raise it because they have a deficit. How to resolve that?
I’m not quite sure how but they should definitely work on
not having deficits for next year.
How do you feel about the campaign spending limit
for senate candidates? Do you think the rules need to
be refined?
No, I think it’s good. A hundred dollars I think is
enough. You don’t need more than that to campaign. All
you have to do is print fliers and posters.
What is your position on the funding of student
groups through voluntary fees?
I just think that if the University was to have money or
ASUM was to have money they should sponsor those
groups within the University, as long they make sure that
they are doing what they intend to do.
Are you opposed to higher admissions standards at
UM or do you support the efforts of administrators to
gradually raise the standards?
I think it’s good. If you were to get a good GPA from
high school then you automatically can attend a universi-
ty, but then again you have problems with this writing
assessment.  Maybe they should have people learn more
about how to write before they can attend the University. 
Chris Healow
Junior, philosophy
Independent
Incumbent ASUM senator
Why are you running for
ASUM?
One, I enjoy it. It takes quite a
commitment, but I respect students’
beliefs. Two, I’ve kind of already
learned the parliamentary-procedure
style of the senate. Three, I still see
some changes I’d really like to make that I don’t think I’ll
have time for since the year is ending.
What will be your No. 1 priority if elected?
My No. 1 priority will be to try and devise a way that
ASUM has to be more respectful and reactive to students’
wishes — what our job should be.
What is your stance on raising the athletic fee? Do
you have any alternative solutions to the deficit?
Basically, whether I have any solutions or not doesn’t
matter, (administrators) have a proposal to go before the
regents in May. It’s unlikely they’ll need to find any other
solutions. Obviously, I want the least burden on students’
backs, but I also understand that it’s just as much of a
structural deficit and some mismanagement.
How do you feel about the campaign spending limit
for senate candidates? Do you think the rules need to
be refined?
I think the rules definitely need to be refined. As was
shown by President Flint and Gale Price, they can be vio-
lated. I’ve spent about $20 out of a possible $100, and I
feel like I’ve gotten my name out enough. It’s each per-
son’s prerogative whether they want to spend the full
amount or not.
What is your position on the funding of student
groups through voluntary fees?
As far as opening it up, I’m absolutely in favor of that.
Many student groups have said they can benefit from it.
Some of the larger groups drawing from ASUM will make
it harder for smaller groups to get their money. If bigger
groups are allowed to get some funding from students,
that would help.
Are you opposed to higher admissions standards at
UM or do you support the efforts of administrators to
gradually raise the standards?
I’m not opposed to increasing the standards. But at the
same time, I’m not sure I like the idea of ASUM being
involved in that. And I truly don’t feel that the administra-
tors are out to get students in any way.
Casey Hogue (P)
Freshman, business
Democrat
Why are you running for
ASUM?
Because I want to represent the
student voice in the senate.
What will be your No. 1 priori-
ty if elected?
Getting the school more funding
from the state.
What is your stance on raising the athletics fee?Do
you have any alternate solutions to the deficit?
I’m opposed to raising the athletics fee and I don’t have
any solutions of my own, but I think the athletics depart-
ment should fix their debt before they try asking for
money just because they need it.
How do you feel about the campaign spending limit
for senate candidates? Do you think the rules need to
be refined?
I think it is fine the way it is. If anything, the spending
limits could probably come down. I don’t see why any-
body needs to spend $100 on posters. At 5 cents a poster
that’s...wow...that’s 2,000 posters. That is a lot of square
footage at the campus, and going around and talking to
people, you know, to see how they feel about what you
feel, is free. Basically, I think they’re fine the way they
are and if they need to change they need to come down.
What is your position on the funding of student
groups through voluntary fees?
I’m in favor of funding student groups through volun-
tary fees, because with voluntary fees — there is no valid
argument against voluntary fees.
Are you opposed to higher admissions standards at
UM or do you support the efforts of administrators to
gradually raise the standards?
I think that they could use it to be raised a little.
Andrea Helling 
Sophomore, history
Independent
Incumbent ASUM senator
Why are you running for
ASUM?
I was appointed to senate in
February, but I want to have the
feeling that I was elected by stu-
dents.
What will be your No. 1 priority if elected?
My No. 1 priority, now that I understand how the sys-
tem works, is to make it work more effectively and that
our student government truly represents students by hav-
ing working relationships with administrators.
What is your stance on raising the athletic fee? Do
you have any alternative solutions to the deficit?
I think that the administration has tried to work with
students’ leaders to find a better solution, but I don’t think
we are there yet. The athletic department needs that
money. They need to get it somewhere, and if it doesn’t
not come out of increase to athletic fees it is going to have
to come out of general funds. And that, in turn, will hurt
students elsewhere.
How do you feel about the campaign spending limit
for senate candidates? Do you think the rules need to
be refined?
I think the rules need to be refined. I am not in favor of
limits, but on the other hand, $100 is a lot of money. I
think to truly be elected, you need to go out and talk to
students. And that does not cost any money.
What is your position on the funding of student
groups through voluntary fees?
I voted in favor of it because it was a good compromise.
I think that the organizations that would be effective with
their strong memberships. And their arguments would be
just as strong without voluntary fees. 
Are you opposed to higher admissions standards at
UM or do you support the efforts of administrators to
gradually raise the standards?
I completely support the efforts by administrators. I
think that by raising admissions standards, you also raise
the standards of the University. By saying you have to
have meet this, therefore we also expect this of your col-
lege career here.
Derf Johnson (P)
Junior, environmental 
studies and anthropology
Progressive
Why are you running for
ASUM?
I’m running for senate because I
want to see the school be more sus-
tainable environmentally. And I’d
like to bring a new voice in the sen-
ate.
What will be your No. 1 priority if elected?
My No. 1 priority would be to improve the recycling on
campus.
What is your stance on raising the athletics fee? Do
you have any alternative solutions to the deficit?
I’m opposed to the raising of the athletics fee. It needs
to be looked at as a solution and not a problem. It needs to
be addressed very consciously so that we don’t make any
mistakes.
How do you feel about the campaign spending limit
for senate candidates? Do you think the rules need to
be refined?
I am absolutely happy with the campaign spending lim-
its. I would like to see them enforced because of problems
we’ve had with certain senators and executives. We need
to have punishments for people who break the rules and
have a no-tolerance rule.
What is your position on the funding of student
groups through voluntary fees?
I believe that voluntary fees are a great option for fund-
ing our student groups. I thought that the regents took
something from us that was largely ideological because
they were largely ideological.
Are you opposed to higher admissions standards at
UM or do you support the efforts of administrators to
gradually raise the standards?
I’d like to see statistics on how it’s going to improve
our education, and I want to be ensured that Montanans
aren’t going to be left out of the equation.
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Rob Killian
Sophomore, political sci-
ence and communication
studies
Independent
Why are you running for ASUM?
I wish to involve a lot more students
next year in ASUM. It would be good to
have students more actively involved
with how their money is being spent. 
What will be your No. 1 priority if elected?
Getting more students involved and more students dynamically
participating in ASUM. I’d like to see something come before the
senate about more possibilities for more student referendums, per-
haps online.
What is your stance on raising the athletics fee? Do you
have any alternative solutions to the deficit?
I’m opposed to an increase in the athletics fee as proposed.
However, I think something does need to be done to alleviate the
situation. I think that more avenues need to be explored.
How do you feel about the campaign spending limit for sen-
ate candidates? Do you think the rules need to be refined?
I don’t think on the University of Montana campus there’s
enough room or enough glass to post that much money in adver-
tisement. I believe that if ASUM is to match fundage for cam-
paigning that the substance for the actual campaign or the speech
put on campus should be analyzed or something along those lines.
I think that more of the actual issues need to be talked about
instead of just a complete waste of paper and a waste of the aes-
thetic qualities the University of Montana has.
What is your position on the funding of student groups
through voluntary fees?
If we can get something up and running about it next year I’d
like to see more student groups be able to access fundage from the
students themselves ... The more connection students have with
the way their money’s being spent, the more involved they’ll be
on campus — and that’s a great thing.
Are you opposed to higher admissions standards at UM or
do you support the efforts of administrators to gradually raise
the standards?
I believe that higher admission standards at the University of
Montana could have some benefit toward the educational experi-
ence overall. However, at a time like this, when fundage is so
short, I don’t think we can pick and choose as to who exactly will
be admitted to the University of Montana.
Nathan Kosted
Junior, political science
Liberal 
Why are you running for
ASUM?
I don’t agree with the two-party
system. I think the bipartisanship
doesn’t allow for the students’ con-
cerns to be heard. We need to be rep-
resentative of the students, not the
ideology of a party. 
What will be your No. 1 priority if elected? 
To meet the students’ concerns head-on. I don’t want to
wait for issues to come to the senate; I want to deal with the
issues I see, like the plus-minus grading and reforming the
writing assessment.
What is your stance on raising the athletics fee? Do you
have any alternative solutions to the deficit?
I don’t think students need to take care of the deficit. 
I can think of absurd ideas, like Dennison holding a bake
sale. But I think it’s his job, not ours.
How do you feel about the campaign spending limit for
senate candidates? Do you think the rules need to be
refined?
I think it’s fair. It leaves political action committees out of
it and makes sure so-called “rich kids” can’t use money to
their advantage. No, that’s a lot of money for just posters,
which most people are putting up.
What is your position on the funding of student groups
through voluntary fees?
I pay for MontPIRG and I think anything that gets students
involved in non-partisan groups is a bonus. I don’t see the
negative if every kid gets to decide for themselves.
Are you opposed to higher admissions standards at UM
or do you support the efforts of administrators to gradu-
ally raise the standards?
I am opposed to higher admission standards. Some people
don’t get the chance they deserve in high school and college
gives them more opportunity. I know this university isn’t
considered a top university in the country but it’s a great
place to start your education.
Jostin Lawrence
Junior, business 
administration
No political affiliation
Why are you running for ASUM?
I am running for ASUM to repre-
sent the student voice. A lot of the stu-
dents don’t know what ASUM is. I
want to get students more involved.
What will be your No. 1 priority
if elected?
Working with elected student body members to be more
productive throughout the year. I’ve talked to current sena-
tors this year and one thing I’ve noticed is a lot of political
issues get in the way.
What is your stance on raising the athletics fee? Do you
have any alternative solutions to the deficit?
I disagree with increasing it. I think the athletics depart-
ment could find more solutions. However, I do understand in
order to keep the type of athletics program we have here, it
does need its funding. I think they could look at (corporate
sponsorship from) smaller businesses because the revenue
the games bring into the community is pretty significant.
How do you feel about the campaign spending limit for
senate candidates? Do you think the rules need to be
refined?
I agree with them. I see that a lot of senators haven’t put a
lot of effort into their campaigning. I think they need to be
more defined. When (Patrick Van Orden and Molly
Sweeney) got in trouble I don’t think they fully understood
what they did wrong.
What is your position on the funding of student groups
through voluntary fees?
I think the voluntary student fee should be open to all
groups. With the MontPIRG thing, the reason I think it was
possibly turned down by the Board of Regents was because
there’s no alternative solutions.
Are you opposed to higher admissions standards at UM
or do you support the efforts of administrators to gradu-
ally raise the standards?
I support the efforts of the administration to gradually
raise the standards. I think that could be a big attraction to
more students from out of state. I think it would set a higher
precedent for incoming students from in state and it would
enhance our quality of education that we’re paying for.
Paul Moe
Freshman, political science 
Democrat 
Why are you running for
ASUM?
I just want to take a step forward
working with the administration and
get into a political career, hopefully
later on.
What will be your No. 1 priority
if elected?
On-campus parking.
What is your stance on raising the athletics fee? Do
you have any alternate solutions to the deficit?
I think we need to work with the administration.  It’s
kind of a delicate situation just because there’s probably
going to be a fee increase and I think we should work
around it so that the students can use their financial aid
instead of it coming right out of their pockets for games
and such.
How do you feel about the campaign spending limit
for senate candidates? Do you think the rules need to
be refined?
I think the spending limit should stay as is because I
haven’t spent any money and I don’t think it’s that big of
an issue.
What is your position on the funding of student
groups through voluntary fees?
I’m definitely for it. I think the loss of voluntary fees
for MontPIRG is a travesty to their group and it should be
worked through.
Are you opposed to higher admissions standards at
UM or do you support the efforts of administrators to
gradually raise the standards?
I support the higher standards but I don’t know too
much about it so I can’t really comment.
Britta Padgham
Junior, anthropology and
environmental studies
Independent 
Why are you running for
ASUM?
I would just like to get involved
with student affairs at a political
level, just bring a progressive voice to
ASUM.
What will be your No. 1 priority if elected?
I want to work on making this campus more environmen-
tally sustainable. 
What is your stance on raising the athletics fee? Do you
have any alternative solutions to the deficit?
I don’t support the raise, but I would like to look at it very
closely to get a viable solution. I don’t want it to hurt stu-
dents in the long run. If they were going to just take it out of
the general academic fund, that could have a negative effect.
I like what Gale (Price) or Vinnie (Pavlish) has proposed,
maybe charging a small fee for tickets or something.
How do you feel about the campaign spending limit for
senate candidates? Do you think the rules need to be
refined?
I agree with it. It allows all students to be able to run in a
campaign. I would also like to see the actual rules followed
by those running because there have been a lot of issues with
that lately. If there were some measures of making it more
strict about what they have to report and have somebody
watching it.
What is your position on the funding of student groups
through voluntary fees?
I agree with the voluntary fee system. I believe in reinstat-
ing it and expanding it. 
Are you opposed to higher admissions standards at UM
or do you support the efforts of administrators to gradu-
ally raise the standards?
I am moderate with it. I would like to see what benefits it
is actually going to bring the school. I don’t want to see any-
one get cut out of getting an education here.
Kimberly Pappas (P)
Sophomore, history and
political science education
Progressive
Incumbent ASUM senator
Why are you running for
ASUM?
I’m running because I feel I have
an important voice on the senate
and I’d like to keep that going next
semester.
What will be your No. 1 priority if elected?
My No. 1 priority is keeping tuition low and financial
aid high. 
What is your stance on raising the athletics fee? Do
you have any alternative solutions to the deficit?
My stance is that the athletics fee is bad. It’s a bad solu-
tion to a bad problem. And there are lots of solutions that
are being brought forth. (Vice President of Administration
and Finance Bob) Duringer came to the senate last week
with a bunch of them.
How do you feel about the campaign spending limit
for senate candidates? Do you think the rules need to
be refined?
I believe they’re great. For all I care they could be
lower. Last year I spent nothing, this year I spent a few
bucks. I think they’re fine where they are now, to be hon-
est.
What is your position on the funding of student
groups through voluntary fees?
Well, as a very active member of MontPIRG, I was very
upset when the regents took that away last March. And
I’m going to work my ass off making sure that comes
back — whether through the senate or not. 
Are you opposed to higher admissions standards at
UM or do you support the efforts of administrators to
gradually raise the standards?
I support gradually rising. You know, if you do it gradu-
ally, you’re less likely to throw in a bunch of changes that
students can’t adapt to.
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Josh Peters
Sophomore, music educa-
tion
No political affiliation
Why are you running for
ASUM?
Because I feel that I have a fresh
voice on the senate and I feel that I
can bring a different perspective to
the senate. I’m very open-minded, so
I think that would work well in my favor.
What will be your No. 1 priority if elected?
Definitely the students. I kind of feel that sometimes the
students’ voice is not heard as well as it could. My platform
on my signs is “working with the senate for you” because I
do believe the senate’s position is to be the students’ voice.
What is your stance on raising the athletics fee? Do
you have any alternative solutions to the deficit?
My stance on the athletics fee is that it’s a double-edged
sword. I feel that although the students should not be pun-
ished for the deficit, my stance is “fight it until we can’t
fight no more.” And then fight for how much it’s going to be
raised. If we give in too quickly then the prices are just
going to get higher and higher. If they have to, keep it as
minimum as possible. Whatever’s best for the students.
How do you feel about the campaign spending limit for
senate candidates? Do you think the rule needs to be
refined?
Personally, as a senator, the spending limits are fine...it’s
definitely enough to get the point across for campaigning for
senate.
What is your position on the funding of student groups
through voluntary fees?
I’m really in favor in having the students be able to
choose which fees are on their bill. I feel if the student wants
to support a certain student group they should be allowed to
support that group. And I think it should be an either all-or-
none situation.
Are you opposed to higher admissions standards at
UM or do you support the efforts of administrators to
gradually raise the standards?
My personal stance on that is that everyone should obvi-
ously have standards set forth. It would all depend on how
gradually administrators want to raise it. I believe that every
student should have a fair education and a quality education.
Rebecca Pettit (P)
Freshman, political science
and environmental studies
Progressive
Why are you running for
ASUM?
I was approached by Kim Pappas,
who was organizing the Progressive
slate. I became really interested in
learning about University policy more
in-depth. I decided I was interested in running.
What will be your No. 1 priority if elected?
We have a platform of four things. We are against the ath-
letics fee. We’re in favor of voluntary fees — that’s some-
thing I’d concentrate on. Third, we want a sustainable cam-
pus, and our last one is affordable birth control. My priority
is more support of students’ organizations, and an example of
that is voluntary fees.
What is your stance on raising the athletics fee? Do you
have any alternative solutions to the deficit?
I’m against raising the fee directly affecting the students.
Any way we do this is going to affect the students in some
way. I’m open to increasing the price of tickets at games so
the burden can be shared by the community. I want a policy
that students don’t have to pay for the administration’s mis-
takes.
How do you feel about the campaign spending limit for
senate candidates? Do you think the rules need to be
refined?
I think the spending limit’s good because people are
depending too much on name recognition when they go to
vote rather than what the candidates are actually standing for.
I think the only thing that needs to be reformed is that when
someone breaks the limit it can’t just be brushed under the
rug.
What is your position on the funding of student groups
through voluntary fees?
I agree with it. I think it’s necessary to realize that, as the
name suggests, it’s voluntary. It just helps groups on campus
to be more organized and get more people involved.
Are you opposed to higher admissions standards at UM
or do you support the efforts of administrators to gradu-
ally raise the standards?
I think if they’re within reason I’d support it. I think it’s
good that they gradually raise the standards.
Jake Pipinich
Junior, political science and
communications 
Independent 
Why are you running for ASUM?
Dissatisfaction with several of the
current issues that have been taken on
by ASUM. Briefly, the plus-minus
grading, the cancellation of the escort
service and just their handling of the
athletics fee deficit. 
What will be your No. 1 priority if elected?
I want to make myself very open to the student body. I
want to act more as a delegate of what the students want and
push...basically things that the students come to me and tell
me that they want.
What is your stance on raising the athletics fee? Do you
have any alternative solutions to the deficit?
I don’t think students should be responsible for the
school’s debt problem within the athletics department. I think
they have a lot of resources. They basically have 200 celebri-
ties within the athletics department itself that would be able
to partake in some fund-raisers. I was actually on the football
team for three seasons and they have things that bring out
huge numbers of people. They need to look at some innova-
tive methods to raise some funds.
How do you feel about the campaign spending limit for
senate candidates? Do you think the rules need to be
refined?
I stand firmly that the $100 limit is fine. I do think they
should write into the rules some stated, written down reper-
cussions to the degree a person should break those rules. 
What is your position on the funding of student groups
through voluntary fees?
If they’re going to start letting these student groups require
voluntary fees, pretty soon you’re going to have many stu-
dent groups that are going to want fees and it’ll get too com-
plicated. 
Are you opposed to higher admissions standards at UM
or do you support the efforts of administrators to gradu-
ally raise the standards?
The standards have to raise gradually with the administra-
tion. The standards need to gradually grow with — kind of at
the same proportion that the students coming out of high
school do.
You know...this is the fourth to the last issue of the Montana Kaimin. Now is your
LAST chance to appreciate its savage journalistic beauty. Just saying.
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Ross Prosperi (P)
Junior, international busi-
ness
Democrat
Why are you running for
ASUM?
I think it would be a fantastic
experience and I would love to see
how I could benefit the University.
What will be your No. 1 priori-
ty if elected?
It would be to try and reopen the voluntary fee policy
to best allocate funds to the organizations on campus. 
What is your stance on raising the athletics fee? Do
you have any alternative solutions to the deficit?
I am completely against the proposal to raise the fee.
They could probably raise prices of the football games or
have schemes of raising the funds of that which depleted
them.
How do you feel about the campaign spending limit
for senate candidates? Do you think the rules need to
be refined?
They are perfectly adequate. Maybe to account for
inflation. 
What is your position on the funding of student
groups through voluntary fees?
It is a great way for the larger organizations to raise
money, the smaller organizations under the ASUM to
receive their budget. 
Are you opposed to higher admissions standards at
UM or do you support the efforts of administrators to
gradually raise the standards?
It’s OK to raise tuition as long as the money would go
to improving student education. Perhaps improving the
library would be the best place to start. 
Jake Rozier 
Freshman, computer 
science
Middle political
Why are you running for
ASUM?
To give the student body a broader
choice of candidates. The more the
merrier.
What will be your No. 1 priority
if elected?
To take each issue separately and to be fair.
What is your stance on raising the athletics fee? Do
you have any alternative solutions to the deficit?
I don’t think the student body should have to pay for it,
but I don’t want the athletic students to have to take on the
whole burden. I don’t believe I have any alternative solu-
tions at the moment.
How do you feel about the campaign spending limit for
senate candidates? Do you think the rules need to be
refined?
I think the spending limits are high enough to get enough
advertising out. I agree with trying to keep outside politics
and outside influence out of the student government.
What is your position on the funding of student groups
through voluntary fees?
That’s sort of like the presidential election fee during
taxes. I like giving people the choice.
Are you opposed to higher admissions standards at
UM or do you support the efforts of administrators to
gradually raise the standards?
I’m for education and when you make it harder for people
to get in, I don’t believe it gives a fair chance of raising
one’s standards through education.
Leslie Venetz
Junior, sociology and busi-
ness
On the fence
Why are you running for
ASUM?
To become more involved with the
student body and to have more of a
student voice on the senate.
What will be your No. 1 priority
if elected?
I feel right now that the senate is not doing what it is sup-
posed to be doing. I think that it needs to put its focus back
on students — getting students here, keeping students satis-
fied while here and letting them afford it.
What is your stance on raising the athletics fee? Do
you have any alternative solutions to the deficit?
My stance is that we should not raise the athletics fee. I do
not think it is the students’ responsibility to make up the
deficit due to poor management. It’s a catch-22 because it
has to come from somewhere. I think we should raise ticket
prices for season ticket holders and keep trimming the budg-
et.
How do you feel about the campaign spending limit for
senate candidates? Do you think the rules need to be
refined?
I think it should go lower. I do not think $100 is needed to
campaign. We are provided with two free forums where we
can get our opinions out. Other than that it is going to
posters. Why do we need to waste all that paper that will be
thrown away in two weeks? However, I think the president,
vice president and business manager could use more money.
What is your position on the funding of student groups
through voluntary fees?
I was scammed by MontPIRG. When I was a freshman
they had me sign a petition and then they just started charg-
ing me. They never asked me if I wanted to support their
organization. I don’t necessarily think it’s a bad thing, but
there needs to be more safeguards.
Are you opposed to higher admissions standards at
UM or do you support the efforts of administrators to
gradually raise the standards?
I do support the efforts. UM has the reputation, like,
“Apply to UM, you’ll get in.” Baby steps. UM has pretty
low admission standards so I don’t think a little bump-up
would hurt.
Jon Snodgrass 
Sophomore, broadcast 
journalism 
Democrat
Why are you running for ASUM?
Mainly I’m running because I’ve
seen a lot of corruption with the ASUM
Senate and I think that’s ridiculous and
I want to put a stop to that — and to
work on communication, because aver-
age students don’t really know what’s
going on in front of the ASUM Senate.
What will be your No. 1 priority if elected?
My No. 1 priority would be increasing communication so
that students can know what’s going on with ASUM and so
that ASUM can better represent them so that they’ll know the
issues and can come talk to us. 
What is your stance on raising the athletics fee? Do you
have any alternative solutions to the deficit?
I don’t believe that the students should be responsible for
this deficit because it was created through an error in the sys-
tem. I don’t think there’s even a need for it to get rid of the
deficit because the amount of money our athletics department
spends is twice that of any other school in the Big Sky
(Conference).
How do you feel about the campaign spending limit for
senate candidates? Do you think the rules need to be
refined?
I think the rules are great as they are because they don’t
limit free speech at all. In this system, if someone spends over
that amount they’re limiting someone else’s free speech
because there’s only so much space and that’s why that spend-
ing limit’s in there, so that everyone has the same chance.
What is your position on the funding of student groups
through voluntary fees?
I think there’s nothing wrong with funding student groups
through voluntary fees. That’s why they’re voluntary — so if
the students want to support them, they can, and if they don’t
want to, they don’t have to.
Are you opposed to higher admissions standards at UM
or do you support the efforts of administrators to gradually
raise the standards?
I like increasing standards because it brings our school up a
notch in how we’re accredited and things like that. But then
again, it’s nice to have a state school that can bring in a lot of
good people and still give them a really good education.
Nathan Ziegler
Sophomore, business
administration
No political affiliation
Incumbent ASUM senator
Why are you running for
ASUM?
To make more of a difference this
year than I did last year. 
What will be your No. 1 priority
if elected? 
Definitely not making students responsible for the athlet-
ics deficit. 
What is your stance on raising the athletics fee? Do
you have any alternative solutions to the deficit?
I have a hard time justifying raising the athletics fee
because if you took the deficit and divided it over the stu-
dent population it’s a about $66 a head. I’m going to have a
hard time justifying to students why we’re having to pay
more money to a department that misappropriated one mil-
lion of our dollars. 
Instead of raising the student athletics fee we could make
a voluntary fee for students who want season tickets to
sporting events. 
The athletics fee would stay the same, but when the stu-
dents register they would have the option of paying more if
they wanted accessibility to sporting events.
How do you feel about the campaign spending limit for
senate candidates? Do you think the rules need to be
refined?
I don’t understand why it’s even being debated. There’s
substantial Supreme Court rulings that rule a limit unconsti-
tutional.
Yeah, campaign spending limits need to be lifted com-
pletely. 
What is your position on the funding of student groups
through voluntary fees?
I really thought it was a great program. It seems like a
great way to keep our student groups alive. 
Are you opposed to higher admissions standards at
UM or do you support the efforts of administrators to
gradually raise the standards? 
I am opposed to raising admission standards drastically.
The U of M is a great place that provides a quality education
and has a good reputation. It’s good for those that don’t have
a great academic record to start with.
Christian Winkle
Junior, business administra-
tion 
Conservative
Incumbent ASUM senator
Why are you running for ASUM?
If I can think of the University as a
company, it’s trying to make sure that
you’re helping to add competitive
advantage — making the University a better place to work
and to live and to learn.
What will be your No. 1 priority if elected?
I think student input is really big. ... Also, proper ASUM
procedure. ...There’s just not a general understanding about
how student government should operate. I’m going to try to
get some consistency.
What is your stance on raising the athletics fee? Do you
have any alternative solutions to the deficit?
The fee shouldn’t be raised if we’re not going to receive
anything different. I think that we need to get a united front
or a united voice from the students on what they think would
be an acceptable course of action.
How do you feel about the campaign spending limit for
senate candidates? Do you think the rules need to be
refined?
People have their choice for a vote and they say money
influences that, but people can vote for any reason and that is
totally up to them. I do believe that if it was raised people
would want to get competitive and work more on the proac-
tive side. I don’t think the cop-outs of saying you can buy an
election really works at this university.
I’d say slates is one of the things that needs to be eliminat-
ed from ASUM election bylaws next year. They say that poli-
tics has no room at a university, and slates defy that a little
bit.
What is your position on the funding of student groups
through voluntary fees?
I support the Board of Regents’ policy, but I understand
both sides. I don’t think the University should be a fee-collec-
tion agency.
Are you opposed to higher admissions standards at UM
or do you support the efforts of administrators to gradu-
ally raise the standards?
I would be for any administrative actions that would raise
the level of academics at this school. It would give a return to
each student by putting a little more value on their diploma.
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W O U L D  Y O U  L I K E  $ 4 0 00 ? ? ?   
? ? ?
W O U L D Y O U L I K E $ 4 0 0 0 , P A I D T R A V E L
OPPORTUNITIES, A N D A B E T T E R C H A N C E
O F G E T T I N G I N T O G R A D U A T E S C H O O L ? ?
A P P O X I M A T E L Y  6  S L O T S  A R E  A V A I L A B L E  F O R  T H E  
M C N A I R  S C H O L A R S  P R O G R A M  F O R  F A L L  2 0 0 4 .
CHECK US OUT AT:
www.umt.edu/tri/mcnair
HOW: Take the test below.  If you answer “True” to all the questions then e-mail
larry.lacounte@umontana.edu for application information
T or F I am an undergraduate scheduled to graduate
no sooner than 2005.
T or F I have a 3.0 GPA or above.
T or F Neither of my parents has a BA degree AND I
receive financial aid; OR I am African American, 
Hispanic or Native American
T or F I will have completed at least 60 undergraduate 
credits by September 2004.
T or F I aspire to earn a Ph.D. someday.
T or F I would like to receive financial support while I
do a research project in my field.
T or F I would like to be paid to attend conferences in
my field.
T or F I would like to have expenses
paid to visit prospective
grad. schools, receive a GRE
fee waiver, and receive
waivers for grad. school
application fees.
New Nonprofit Minor and Certification
Program Available at UM
UM has two amazing opportunities to prepare you for a meaningful
career in the nonprofit sector where you can make a positive
difference in the world and make your work matter.
1. UM is now offering a 21-credit
Minor in Nonprofit Administration
2.  AMERICAN HUMANICS: A National Nonprofit
Administration Certification program
Find out more at the Office for Civic Engagement,
SS 126, or call 243-5159
Student information meetings 5/3, 7:00 PM
UC 329 and 5/4, 4:00 PM UC 330
Live Music by
The Side Project & Beef Trout
Saturday, May 8th, 2004
12-8 p.m.
caras park
For more information, 
call 543-4238 or email mda@missouladowntown.com
Additional Tickets $1.00
Produced and hosted by
More
than 50
Beers on
Tap
Pizza,
Burgers,
Brats &
Pasta
The for-
mer fiscal
manager
for the
University
of Montana’s athletics department
felt intense pressure to balance
the department’s $1 million budg-
et, he told the UM Athletics
Inquiry Panel on Friday.
“I honestly thought that if (the
budget) did not come in balanced,
that it would be the end of my
time here,” Rob Edwards said.
An athletics budget is compli-
cated, and he monitored it daily,
he said. He was required to give
timely reports to the coaches, but
the University’s accounting sys-
tem couldn’t separate coaches’
costs — such as travel or recruit-
ment costs — from costs that
coaches did not incur. As a result,
Edwards had to do the reports by
hand, which may have caused
him to hand in some late reports.
Aside from his fiscal duties for
the department, Edwards made
travel arrangements, traveled with
the team, attended meetings and
managed the finances for the
Grizzly Scholarship Association.
Each year presented its own
challenges: 9-11 sparked high
travel costs; the 2001 champi-
onship football game brought on
extra expenses; and every year
the department hired new coach-
es, it hired them at a higher
salary.
“It turned into a job that was
very overwhelming — always
having that knowledge over your
head that things needed to be
changed, needed to be cleaned
up,” he said. “It’s a very frustrat-
ing department to work for
because it’s an underfunded pro-
gram.”
While he might have had too
many duties to handle, Edwards
never asked for assistance, he
said. It wasn’t in his personality,
and there was no one available to
help him.
“I wasn’t the only one strug-
gling,” he said.
One duty he did not hold, how-
ever, was controlling coaches’
and other employees’ expenses,
he said. He did not approve or
disapprove pro-card charges. 
Despite the pressure, Edwards
was never encouraged to make
incorrect entries so that the budg-
et would appear balanced, he
said.
President George Dennison
said stress is inherent in every
position having to do with
finances at the University. He
said employees who are unable to
balance a budget are at risk of
losing their jobs.
“I hope (Edwards) got that
impression,” Dennison said in an
interview. “I made a commitment
that we would have a balanced
budget, and I hope that every-
body felt pressure.”
At the end of fiscal year 2003,
Edwards and the rest of the
administrators thought they had
succeeded, Edwards said.
It wasn’t until February that the
accounting errors surfaced, along
with the ongoing deficit. 
The reasons for Edwards’
accounting errors, consisting of
$380,000 of the deficit, are still
unclear, said panel member Mark
Bruno, the higher education ana-
lyst in Gov. Judy Martz’s budget
office.
“They’re difficult to under-
stand,” he said. “I think only peo-
ple who have accounting back-
grounds would understand them.”
In the past few weeks, Edwards
has shouldered too much of the
responsibility for the deficit,
Bruno said.
“I think he’s been blamed for
maybe the whole thing, but it
looks to me maybe he was
responsible only for the account-
ing errors,” he said. “Obviously,
it sounded to me there was pres-
sure to have his budget balanced
at that end of the year.”
Bob Duringer, vice president
for Administration and Finance,
said the pressure wasn’t exces-
sive. 
“There’s a lot of pressure on all
of us,” he said.
Alisha Wyman
Montana Kaimin
Ex-athletics accountant
goes before Inquiry panel
The Montana Kaimin will be hiring for ALL
POSITIONS for fall semester. Applications are
available in the Kaimin Business Office, in
Journalism 206.
Edwards says
there was 
pressure to 
balance budget
LUNCH WITH THE 
(NEXT) 
SECRETARY OF STATE
An educational forum for students and the community.  Come find out
what the candidates are all about.
Thursday, April 29 12 p.m. - 1 p.m.
UC Theater
Jon Ellingson
Brad Johnson
Todd O’Hair 
Candidates will discuss their platforms and etertain questions from the audience.
Have a Mac?  
Have Problems?
• 5+ years of Mac Experience
• Education and Contract Rates
• Always willing to trade
406.370.4566
peet@artichokeconsulting.com
ARTICHOKE CONSULTING
GRAND OPENING
April 23rd thru May 2nd
We’ve Moved!’ !
See Our NEW Locat ion
129 W. Front
   i
 .  
SELECT ITEMS ON
SALE THROUGHOUT
THE STORE
Come in to register for dai ly  drawings and the grand
prize of  a Percept ion Torrent “Sit  on Top” Kayak.
129 WEST FRONT •  721-1670 •  Open 7 days a week •  Next to MacKenzie River Pizza
Slide Shows at Pipestone (7pm)
Tuesday, April 27th • Jess Roskelly
Youngest American to Climb Mt. Everest
Friday, April 30th • Local Guide Shawn Robertson
Kayak Adventures in Chile
Saturday, May 1st • Dagger Paddle with the Pros
call for location details
Mon–Fri 9am-1pm, Sat 10am-5pm, Sun 12-5pm
Don’t miss out! Offer ends April 30, 2004
MONTANA - Belgrade • Billings • Bozeman • Miles City • Butte • Great Falls • Livingston • Laurel • Missoula  WYOMING - Cody • Gillette • Sheridan
LOOK
USUP
1 - 8 0 0 - 4 4 5 - T E C H  w w w . m t e c h . e d u
Many classes can be taken
via the World Wide Web!
Summer Session
starts May 24!
Time is running out to....ASK
ADAM!!!
Ask him now...before it’s too late! 
Adam Weinacker
Ask Adam
The University of Montana tennis
teams got out their brooms and got
to their spring cleaning just in time.
The two teams used a complete
effort from everyone of their play-
ers to sweep Eastern Washington 7-
0 and springboard into the Big Sky
Conference Championships, which
start on Thursday in Ogden, Utah.
The men’s team managed to
dominate the Eagles across the
board. En route to their 7-0 victory,
Montana (7-10 overall; 2-5 Big Sky
Conference) won every singles
match in straight sets and won all
three of its doubles games.
“Against Eastern Washington
(we) just showed how well and how
tight everyone is really playing,”
said UM head coach Brian Hanford.
“We just didn’t lose a lot of games
against a team that, if you’re not
ready to play, they can at least both-
er you some on the court.”
UM senior Ryan O’Neill felt that
the win over the Eagles (0-10; 0-5)
will give Montana a good boost of
confidence going into the confer-
ence tournament, where they have
earned the No. 5 seed and will face
Northern Arizona University in the
first round.
“A win like that is definitely
going to give everybody on the
team a lot of confidence,” O’Neill
said. “We are all playing solid and
we know we are playing solid.”
Hanford said that after their most
recent conquest the Griz appear
ready to take that next big step. 
“The last three to four weeks
almost everybody on the men’s
team has been improving tremen-
dously and we’re definitely coming
into our own,” Hanford said.
“We’re peaking at the right time
and we are playing our best tennis
at the end of conference. Everything
that we need to happen is happening
right now.”
Before the EWU match, UM
found itself in a bit of a rut — it had
lost five of its last six matches.
Even more frustrating was that three
of those five losses were 4-3, a pain
that was slightly eased by the
Saturday sweep.
“For the team, it’s just good for
morale,” O’Neill said. 
O’Neill added that the victory
showed that the players are finally
starting to accept their roles and fill
in the huge void caused by the
injury of Montana’s No. 2 singles
player Stan Nevolovich. Nevolovich
is currently battling tendinitis in his
knee but could be available for dou-
bles play this week.
Facing a do-or-die situation, the
women’s team also came away with
a huge victory. If they had lost the
match, the Lady Griz’s season
would have been over. However,
the 7-0 victory not only sends the
Lady Griz (2-13 overall; 2-4 BSC)
to Ogden, but also enters them in
the conference championship as the
No. 4 seed. The sudden jump in
standing was caused by the tie-
breaker that Montana owns over
Montana State and Idaho State
Montana’s biggest problem this
year may be consistency, but
against EWU, the Lady Griz didn’t
have a problem. 
“I think the main thing we saw
against Eastern Washington (0-13;0-
5) was that I had all my players
playing well on the same day,”
Hanford said. “It’s just a matter of
having everybody on the same page
on the same day, and we had that.” 
Montana had two players earn 6-
1, 6-1 victories. Junior Lindsey
Torgerson and freshman Malena
Rosen dispatched their Eagle oppo-
nents by that score. UM won two of
three doubles games to secure the
coveted doubles point for only the
second time this year. Montana also
got a huge victory from No. 1 sin-
gles player Annabelle Janairo, who
overcame a rough start to clobber
Eastern Washington’s Kim Cabling
in three sets 4-6, 6-0 and 6-1.
“She (Janairo) came out and the
girl (Cabling) played a really good
first set, but Annabelle didn’t lose
her composure and went out and
stomped her in the second and third
set,” Hanford said. “It was a great
win for her.”
The win could not have come at a
better time for Montana. The team
lost eight straight matches and was
facing a possible premature end to
its season. Instead, they will be
playing on Thursday against
Montana State, whom the Lady
Griz beat 5-2 on March 26 for their
only other victory of the season.
“Some of our girls were strug-
gling, so it was a good thing that all
of us won at each and every spot,”
Janairo said. “Seven-0 is always a
confidence-builder because you’re
shutting out the team completely,
not even giving up one point.”
Janairo also believes the victory
will give the Lady Griz a good dose
of determination going into their
tournament game with MSU.
“(The win was important), espe-
cially since we are going to be play-
ing MSU for the second time this
season. It gives us a lot of confi-
dence,” Janairo said. 
Both teams will take off for
Ogden on Wednesday morning, and
the Lady Griz will square off
against the Bobcats at 10 a.m. while
the boys do business with the
Lumberjacks at 2 p.m.
In the coming fall, for the first time since he
was in high school, Dylan McFarland won’t
be playing his home games at Washington-
Grizzly Stadium.
McFarland was the last of five Big Sky
Conference players taken in the 2004 NFL
draft on Sunday when he was selected as the
207th pick in the 7th round by the Buffalo
Bills. 
“I’m really excited,” McFarland said. “It’s
going to be a great opportunity for me to play
for a great organization.”
The draft, which was televised on ESPN
and ESPN2, lasted two days, but McFarland
says the nervousness and excitement didn’t set
in until Sunday when he had all of his family
over to watch the event.
“Saturday was pretty relaxed because I was-
n’t expecting to be drafted in the first three
rounds,” he said. “Sunday they called me
three minutes before they drafted me and I
was pretty excited. It was relieving.”
The 6-foot, 6-inch offensive tackle who
hails from Kalispell was a unanimous choice
for the All-Big Sky Conference first team this
year. McFarland also made the team in 2002
and was a second-team selection in 2001.
Four other Big Sky Conference players had
their names called on draft day. Joey Thomas,
a cornerback from Montana State, was the
first BSC player off the board when he was
selected by the Green Bay Packers in the third
round. Kansas City snagged Idaho State
defensive end Jared Allen in the fourth round
while Northern Arizona wide receiver
Clarence Moore and Sacramento State’s offen-
sive lineman Marko Cavka went to the
Baltimore Ravens and New York Jets in the
sixth round. The five players taken in the draft
were the conference’s highest since the draft
expanded to seven rounds in 1994. In fact,
only seven players from the conference have
been drafted in the last four years. 
McFarland will not be
the only Grizzly playing
professional football on
Sundays this fall. UM sen-
ior kicker Chris Snyder
signed a free-agent deal
with the Detroit Lions
immediately after the draft
concluded. 
“It’s definitely great to
see Montana guys do
well,” McFarland said.
“I’m extremely happy for
him.”
McFarland was also courted by the Kansas
City Chiefs and reigning NFC champion team
the Carolina Panthers. Cleveland also
expressed interest in McFarland, and even he
believed that he would be going to the
Browns, who owned the 208th pick. But
instead of moving to Ohio, McFarland will be
heading to Buffalo to play with the likes of
NFL offensive greats Drew Bledsoe, Travis
Henry and Eric Moulds — something that
excites McFarland, a senior in business
administration.
“It’s kind of amazing. I don’t know if it’s
even sunk in,” McFarland said. “Those guys
have done so much in their career and I just
hope to help them out. My ultimate goal
would be to win a Super Bowl.”
McFarland was the only offensive lineman
taken by the Bills, whose picks included wide
receiver Lee Evans of Wisconsin and quarter-
back J.P. Losman of Tulane. The Bills’ starter
at left tackle in 2003 was Marques Sullivan,
who was a draftee out of Illinois in the 2001
NFL Draft.
McFarland became the first UM player to
be drafted since offensive lineman Scott Curry
was the sixth round selection of the Packers in
1999.
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An educational forum for students and the community.  Come find out
what the candidates are all about.
Candidates will discuss their platforms and etertain questions from the audience.
Tuesday, April 27
11 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Third Party
Candidates 
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McFarland chosen by Bills in 7th round of NFL draft
Danny Davis
Montana Kaimin
UM tennis sweeps EWU
on way to Big Sky tourney
Danny Davis
Montana Kaimin
University of
Montana senior
Scott McGowan
fought windy con-
ditions and former
U.S. Olympians to
win the 1,500-meter race at the
Oregon Invitational on Saturday.
McGowan had initially planned
for 5,000-meter Olympic runners
Adam Goucher or Nick Rogers to
lead the race with a fast pace, but
when Goucher’s lead was too slow,
McGowan took over.
“Goucher and Rogers weren’t
racing their best,” McGowan said.
“I felt pretty fortunate to catch them
on an off-day.”
He swapped the lead position a
few times with other collegiate run-
ners, but McGowan returned to the
front with about 150 meters left and
finished in a time of 3:44.69, nearly
three seconds slower than his school
record.
“(The Olympians) just showed
they probably aren’t at their peak
fitness,” said Tom Raunig, UM head
track and field coach.
Meanwhile, the UM squad had a
number of season-best performances
with two others — junior Antony
Ford and senior Jas Gill — compet-
ing in the Oregon Invitational, and
the rest of the team spending
Saturday at the Cougar Invitational
in Pullman, Wash.
Ford finished ninth in the 5,000
meters with a season-best 14:01.04
while Gill tied with three others for
the No. 1 spot in the high jump,
matching his top season perform-
ance of 7 feet and one-half inch,
also the top mark in the Big Sky
Conference.
In Washington, a number of UM
men and women had their top per-
formances.
Mariah Guilfoyle improved UM’s
— as well as the Big Sky’s —
fastest 400 hurdles mark this season
with a 62.12, while Lindsey
Crawford and Anne Sheehy both
cleared season-bests of 5 feet, 7
inches in the high jump. Alicia Mills
set her own record with a 132-foot,
7-inch throw in the javelin.
Three women recorded individual
wins for UM. Sheehy won the triple
jump with a leap of 37 feet, 3 inch-
es. Shannon Johnson won the 3,000
meters in a time of 10:33.51 and
Dominique Colberg qualified for the
conference finals with her 3,000
meter steeplechase win in 11:32.67.
On the men’s side, Phil Marlett
won the 800 meters in 1:53.58,
Richie Pemberton took the 3,000-
meter steeplechase in 9:21.33,
Shawn Patrick claimed the triple
jump with 45 feet and Trevor
Gunlock captured the long jump in
a season-best 23 feet, 6 inches.
“We had a lot of improved marks
when you look across the board,”
Raunig said.
With two-thirds of the season
nearly complete, Raunig said there
already look to be a lot of UM ath-
letes who will be competing in the
conference finals in May.
With those already qualified by
time or distance, along with those
who are just a few seconds or inch-
es away, the group headed to the
meet in Ogden, Utah, could consist
of more than 30 individuals.
But for this upcoming weekend,
Raunig said the team is preparing to
beat Montana State on its home turf
as the two schools meet once again
for the state rivalry.
Looking for a
rental?
Houses
Apartments
Duplexes
Mobile Homes
6015 Greg’s Way
www.missoulapropertymgt.com
(406) 251-8500
McGowan passes Olympians for win
Jeff Windmueller
Montana Kaimin
UM track
improves
on season-
best times
McFarland
Woodsports competition is a
mixture of the old and new. The
sport has roots in the oldest
forms of logging, when all the
work was done by hand and hors-
es. But while the sport is chang-
ing, it is still learning from those
who came before.
This weekend the University of
Montana Woodsman team
brought the annual Forestry Days
to their competition grounds
behind Fort Missoula. The event
was a perfect showcase of the
history and future of logging
sports complemented by the col-
lection of historical logging
equipment used in competition.
Seven college teams from as
far as California along with 15 to
20 professionals showed up to
compete this weekend. 
All the events are based on tra-
ditional logging techniques. 
In the cross-cut competition,
either teams or individual com-
petitors cut through a 20-inch
thick log using only a six-foot
long saw blade. The blades bend
and get stuck if used incorrectly
— technique and the type of
equipment used is almost more
important than strength.   
In logging competitions, the
college teams are restricted to
using traditional cross-cut saws.
Many saws were never used or
sharpened. Often they’re brought
out of retirement by many college
woodsports teams.
UM Junior Jen Lund referred to
it as “using antiques.” 
“You might see some of these
hanging on somebody’s wall,” she
said. “The difference is, we use
them.”
Technique is one thing that
only gets better with age, a fact
that was made evident by the
competing father-son teams.
Many of the older participants
easily competed with their
younger cohorts.
Alvie Marcellus has been
involved in logging sports since
he was 13 years old and has
worked in forestry his whole life.
At 62, he still has the technique
to beat the younger crowd.
On Saturday, he competed in
the springboard competition
against David Moses Jr., a
younger competitor and one of
the strongest pros at the event.
Springboard is another event
that traces its origin back to the
roots of logging.  
Before power saws, loggers
were unable to move a large
hand-powered cross-cut saw more
than a few inches in to the tree
trunk before it bound up and had
to be cut free. To get around that,
loggers began cutting notches in
the tree with their axes to place
springboards — footholds no
more than a half-foot wide and
several feet long — in the tree
every several feet. They climbed
up these boards until they were
high enough that they could fell it
with an axe.
Marcellus, who also has a bad
knee and was recovering from
stomach flu, quickly chopped his
footholds and was standing 10
feet off the ground chopping
through a block of cottonwood
before Moses Jr. even set his sec-
ond and final foothold.
“He must of had some difficul-
ty,” Marcellus said modestly. “I
had a very nice block.”
“I just turned 39,” he joked
with wrinkles showing his age.
As the second oldest competitor
at the event, Marcellus made a
good showing for himself in a
variety of events, rubbing dirt in
his hands before competing with
Bob Bosworth — at 64 the oldest
competitor at the event — in the
dual axe throw, and competing in
a cross-cut competition with his
daughter.
Bosworth still competes and
got into the sport because of his
family.
“Both my son and daughter saw
with me,” he said. “It was a good
family sport for us, I was fairly
competitive.”
“My son is about 35, 36 years
old now. It’s pretty special to saw
with him, I want to keep doing
that as long as I can.”
Marcellus’s father, grandfather
and two uncles competed before
him and both his son and daugh-
ter still compete with him occa-
sionally. He serves as his daugh-
ter’s assistant in the single-person
cross-cut event, shouting encour-
agement and oiling her blade as
she cuts through the wood.  
The most visible family team
was that of David Moses Jr. and
David Moses Sr. The father-son
pair from Snoqualmie, Wash., are
both strongly built and very visi-
ble throughout the event grounds.  
Moses Jr. is a massage therapist
and got into the
sport because
of his dad, who
was a profes-
sional tree-fall-
er.
“I worked
one day in the
woods and said,
‘nope’ ... I
don’t care how
much you pay
me I don’t want
to do it.” Moses
Jr. said.
But he does-
n’t mind com-
peting, and said
that the sport is
a combination
of equipment
and skill that
decides the
winner.  
“My dad
taught me quite a bit but I’ve had
a variety of teachers,” he said.
He has also trained with some
of the top competitors in the
world.
The reason that the woodsmen
are so close, Moses Jr. said, was
the rivalry between the East Coast
and West Coast logging teams.
“They get more coverage than
we do,” he said. “We’re a little
less known, that’s why I got into
competition.”
“One of the things I like about
this show is that we’re able to get
the college kids to try and move
up. I’m able to pass on stuff I’ve
learned to people who are trying
to get started,” he said.
Throughout the day Marcellus
and the Moses family, like many
of the pros, can be seen wander-
ing through the competition area
watching the younger generation.
Very often, after a college com-
petitor is done, a pro will pull
him or her aside and show them
the correct angle for their axe
chop or the best way to work
their cross cut saw. 
Such comradery was prevalent
throughout the entire event. The
crowds cheered for both competi-
tors equally and when one of
them had won, they continued to
cheer on their opponent no matter
how far behind.
In the log-pole climb competi-
tors race up a pole using only
spikes on the side of their boots
and a rope wrapped around the
pole and tied into a harness to
scale nearly 50 feet into the air.
The best competitors literally ran
up the pole barely touching it
before reaching the marker up
top. If his opponent was really
struggling, the winning competi-
tor quickly became his most vocal
supporter, shouting support and
tips. 
The event is never for much
money — the winning pro takes
home $100 for each first place
finish — barely enough to cover
gas in some cases.   
The best college team wins a
new chainsaw, taken this year by
UM at their own event. The top
girl this year and “Belle of the
Woods” was Jen Lund. The top
male competitor gets the honorary
title “Beau of the Woods.”
In the end it’s not so much the
money, it’s the friends that make
the competitors come back to
these events, to chat with and
chop some wood.
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Chandler Melton/Montana Kaimin
A referee times UC Berkeley’s Sam Roberts (left) and UM’s Seth Romocki (right) as they race during the pole climb competition at Garret Grothen Arena on
Saturday.
Chandler Melton/Montana Kaimin
Ben Symmes and Kat Swan throw axes before the start of the woods-
men’s competition on Saturday.
Chandler Melton/Montana Kaimin
Spiked shoes and a length of rope help a competitor
work his way up a pole during Saturday’s competition.
Woodsmen turn old logging work into weekend sport
Peter Coyle
Montana Kaimin
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LOST & FOUND
Lost:  coats and calculators in the Gallagher Business
Building.  Come to room 352
$30 REWARD for a lost Patagonia all-weather shell,
two tone green, hooded.  Call 579-3870.
Found:  Black film canister with film, between SS &
LA buildings on 4/15 Call Emily 549-4513
LOST:  Anne Kline grey-lens, silver-frame sunglasses in
first floor UC women's’ bathroom.  If found, please
call 531-8614.
FOUND:  Moore paperback on Mississippi in UC parking
lot.  Claim at UC info desk.  
PERSONALS
GETTING MARRIED?  Brides, get your premarital blood
work done at the Curry Health Center.  The charge is
just $8.00 if you have paid the Health Fee.  Call 243-
2122 For an appointment.
Mainstreet Pilates Studio Now Offering Mat Classes
and Apparatus Training.  Student discounts available
call 541-CORE (2673)
Take an interesting class fall semester!  Hear about
WOLVES, GRIZZLY BEARS, MTN. LIONS, BULL-TROUT,
etc. from wildlife biologists!  WBIO-270, 2 credits,
CRN:  70559, Tuesdays 1:00-3:00pm, ?’s- phone 243-
6237
Garage Sale/Bike Sale at UM Facilities Services (fol-
low signs from eastside of Stadium), Thurs., April 29,
2004 - 8 A.M. to 12 Noon.  Pre-priced items for sale:
Desks, chairs, cabinets, magazine rack, 110 light fix-
tures, dividers, tractor fertilizer spreader, cast-iron
circular stair, rolls of 6 ft. chain link fencing, 6 ft.
chain link panels various sizes, toppers, computers
removed from previous university service (AS-IS), and
miscellaneous equipment.  Bicycles will be old in a
silent auction, bidding from 8 A.M. to 12 Noon and
awarded at Noon. 
Driving to Minnesota/Pennsylvania with empty
truck/trailer. Share expenses. Leaving May 3,4,or 5th.
1-406-949-1626 Marty or Debbie
HELP WANTED
Summer work study position @ children’s shelter.
Shifts available Monday - Sunday are 9pm - midnight,
midnight - 6:30am, 6:30am - 8am, or a combination
of the three.  Call Teresa @ 549-0058.
SPRING CREEK LODGE ACADEMY, A SPECIAL PURPOSE,
PRIVATE SCHOOL LOCATED 15 MILES NW OF THOMP-
SON FALLS, IS CURRENTLY TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR
THE FOLLOWING OPENINGS:  MONTANA CERTIFIED
SECONDARY TEACHERS. 2 SHIFTS: M - Th and W - Sa
8:30 AM to 6:30 PM FOR MORE INFORMATION AND AN
APPOINTMENT FOR AN INTERVIEW, CALL (406) 827-
4344, FAX (406) 827-4354, OR SEND AN EMAIL TO
larry@blueslide.com
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR SUMMER WORK?  WE’RE LOOK-
ING FOR YOU!  Currently hiring for manufacturing,
construction and labor positions as well as office and
clerical positions.  Interviews are scheduled for M-Th,
10:00 a.m. to noon.  Call Work Force today at 543-
3590.
Summer Work-study position as a child care aide.
Preschool or infant group possible.  Men and women
needed full time or part time.  Close to campus.  Call
director 549-8017 for information and interview.
$7.00 to Start Great part time & Summer Opportunity.
Apply in person M-F 10-4  Research Data Design, 2685
Palmer ST STE D or call 728-8290
FINALLY!  Earn $5 in 10 mins each week
@brandport.com!  Watch ads, earn cash.  Free
Registration.
Summer Job on Guest Ranch.  Live-in.  Room and
board included.  Need dishwasher and
dishwasher/driver.  Must be male due to available bed
space.  Driver must be 21.  Call Connie 244-5414 or
email erickson@blackfoot.net.
The Missoula Family YMCA is looking for male summer
camp counselors.  Responsible for daily activities,
programs, swimming & locker room coverage, and
other related job duties.  Apply at the YMCA Front
Desk. 
YMCA Aquatics, PT summer  positions.  AM/PM shifts,
all ages teaching & guarding.  Certs required.  Must
be team player.  Pick up application at 3000 Russell.
No phone calls.  Closes May 2nd.  
Wanted:  Whitewater Rafting Guides:  Spend the sum-
mer in Wyoming guiding on the Beautiful Wind River.
To apply call: Wind River Canyon Whitewater 1-307-
864-9343 or email:  trips@wyoming.com
Get more our of your job while “getting things done!”
The Office for Civic Engagement is now accepting
applications for part-time, work study positions for
2004-5.  Plan and implement service projects
throughout the year to get UM students involved or
work on developing resources for student advocacy
and activism.  Applications available in Social Science
126, deadline extension to April 28th. 
VISTA National Service positions available in Missoula
nonprofit organizations.  FT year-long positions begin
in July.  Make a positive difference in your communi-
ty while earning a monthly living stipend and receive
an education award/tuition voucher for $4700 upon
completion of service.  Application information avail-
able at the Office for Civic Engagement,  SS 126.
Applications due May 21.
Park-n-Ride drivers needed - must be UM student -
will train in late July and/or Aug.  Must be willing to
get a CDL.  Driving will start next fall.  $9/hr.  Go to
UC suite 114 for application.
SEEKING MYSTERY SHOPPERS!  Perfect for Students.
Flexible Work from home or school.  FT/PT.  Make
your own Hours.  Call Toll Free 800-816-9590
Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation (RMEF) The RMEF, a
non-profit organization, is recruiting for unpaid
Writing Intern for summer semester.  Responsible for
editing/writing for Bugle Magazine & Wapiti
Newsletter.  Candidates should be a junior or senior
in journalism, creative writing or English -w/ prefer-
ably a background in wildlife biology.  Approximately
12 hours per week.  This is an unpaid internship.  To
apply submit resume, cover letter, & three writing
samples.  Send application materials for wither posi-
tion to bbennett@rmef.org or RMEF, 2291 W
Broadway, Missoula, MT 59808, Attn. B Bennett
Office assistant needed - UM student to help in ASUM
Office of Transportation - 2 hrs daily. Go to UC 114 for
application.
Overnight supports needed for young adult with dis-
abilities in his apartment.  Approximately 4 pm to 10
am numerous nights available.  Call 728-1124 or 544-
1549
Part-time Summer help needed at local car wash.
Weekend work required.  30-50 hours per month.
References necessary.  728-4191 leave a message, or
call Scott at 370-5297
Aerobics and Fitness Instructors.  HHP Department
now hiring for fall 2004 classes.  Cert. Preferred.  Pick
up application MCG114 or email
adrienne.corti@mso.umt.edu
SEEKING SKILLED STRAWBALE HOUSE BUILDER TO
BUILD IN BILLINGS AREA THIS SUMMER.  NEGOTIABLE
ARRANGEMENTS. 721-6367
SERVICES
ASTROLOGY!  Complete charts and Consultations
available.  Contact Misty at 543-8081 or
astrology@montana.com
Professional carpet cleaning, Average Apartment $45
- $55, call Melissa 721-0175, 21 years experience. 
Resumes, transcription, report typing, editing.  Fast,
student discounts.  www.atozwordprocessing.com,
728-3888
PROFESSIONAL PROOFREADING/EDITING $1.00/page
542-0837.
Access music.  Acoustic Guitar packages $149.99,
includes two lessons.  501 South Orange Street. 728-
5014. accessguitar.com
Spring Student Special - $25 Massage Now through
May - Anahata Therapies Shiatso-Thai-Swedish-Deep
Tissue.  Gift Certificates Available 549-6725
Infant and preschool age child care available in cen-
ter close to campus.  Full time or part time OK.  Call
director 549-8017 Visit 408 Stephens Ave. 
FOR SALE
For Sale:  Entertainment Center.  Solid Wood, 48”w x
51”h x 21”d.  5 - 8 1/2” x 21” shelves for DVD/VHS
storage.  Fits 25” TV.  Also has shelves for DVD play-
er, Receiver, & Subwoofer.  $100 or best offer.  Call
406-250-5088
Cool, Cold, Great tasting Premium Ice Cream, 16
Fantastic Flavors and endless creative possibilities
with over 20 toppings and mix-ins on the Clark Fork at
809 E. Front Street
Garage Sale/Bike Sale at UM Facilities Services (fol-
low signs from eastside of Stadium), Thurs., April 29,
2004 - 8 A.M. to 12 Noon.  Pre-priced items for sale:
Desks, chairs, cabinets, magazine rack, 110 light fix-
tures, dividers, tractor fertilizer spreader, cast-iron
circular stair, rolls of 6 ft. chain link fencing, 6 ft.
chain link panels various sizes, toppers, computers
removed from previous university service (AS-IS), and
miscellaneous equipment.  Bicycles will be old in a
silent auction, bidding from 8 A.M. to 12 Noon and
awarded at Noon. 
BICYCLES
Diamond Back BMX bike for sale.  $150.00 please call
258-6921
FOR RENT
WEEKEND CABINS - $33-$55/night. 251-6611,
www.bigsky.net/fishing Rock Creek Cabins.
Rent:  2 bedroom, 1 bath, wash/dryer, only pay elec-
tric, 660/mth, garage.  NEW!  Avail May (flex) 406-
945-2327
One room summer sub-let Jul-Aug.  $239/month Call
Rebecca 829-3709
23 yr. Female seeking a roommate to share 2 bdrm.
/1 ba house close to U and downtown.  Fenced yard,
garage, W/D.  $375 /mo + deposit & 1/3 utilities.
Contact Jenn 243-3144.
Roommate needed for two bedroom apartment.
$300/month rent & utilities.  Call Amanda 721-2903
Apartment 1 bedroom, offstreet, gas/heat 490 + atl.
Avail. 5/19 327-6709 leave message. 
Room For Rent In Very Nice 2 br Appt. mid-May to
end-Aug.  Rent $350 util included. Call 721-0454
ROOMMATES NEEDED
Roommates needed to live with 2 laidback ladies in 4
Bdrm House.  2 Bath, new kitchen, Washer/Dryer, Big
Yard.  Rent + ALL utilities b/w 450 & 500.  Call Dana
243-1576.
COMPUTERS
Have a Mac?  Have Problems?  Call Peet at 370-4566.
Reduced rates for students and contract work.  Also
willing to trade.
CREATIVE WRITING
There will be two sections of ENCR 210 Intro to
Creative Writing offered this summer.  Sign up today
to reserve a spot. U210A: INTRO TO CREATIVE WRIT-
ING Fiction. 3 credits. The writing workshop will focus
on reading, discussion and revision of students’ short
fiction.  Students will also be introduced to models of
fiction techniques.  No experience in short fiction
necessary.  1ST SECTION: MAY 24- JUNE 25 CRN: 50392
MTWRF 3:50 TO 5:20 2ND SECTION: JUNE 28 - JULY 30
CRN: 50393 MTWRF 3:50 - 5:20
GRAND OPENING
Goldsmith’s Premium Ice Cream “home of the Cold
Rock” is now open.  Celebrating 20 years of home-
made, handcrafted ice cream.  Across the Footbridge,
on the River at 809 E. Front Street
NEED ONE MORE CREDIT?
HHP Activity Classes.  One credit, graded P/NP.  Over
100!  Complete list at www.soe.umt.edu/hhp/pro-
grams. Or call Health and Human Performance at 243-
4255
SEARCHING
ATTENTION TEACHERS AND STUDENTS ! ! !  We are
seeking to rent a furnished 3 to 4 bedroom house for
a summer stay.  We are a small family that is attend-
ing the Rocky Mountain School of Photography and
need a furnished home from May 29th to August 14th.
We have no pets and will take exceptional care of
your home.  We are looking for a family neighborhood
in or around Missoula.  Please contact Rufus Chambers
at 404-310-7613.
SUMMERFEST 2004
Pagan gathering July 2-4 near Red Lodge, MT.
Cabins & meals included.  Workshops, Rituals &
Magic.  http://www.magickalmakings.com/summer-
fest (406) 256-9070.
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week.  Prepayment is required.  Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu.
R A T E S
Off Campus
$1 per 5-word line/dayk i o s k Student/Faculty/Staff $.90 per 5-word line/day
K A I M I N   C L A S S I F I E D SThe Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, invest-
ment or related topics before paying out
any money.
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.   
E - m a i l  C L A S S I F I E D  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ s e l w a y . u m t . e d u E - m a i l  D I S P L A Y  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ k a i m i n . o r g
The accounting errors were a one-
time problem that the department
can fix.
“When it was disclosed the way
it was, we had the legs cut out
from under us,” he said.
He felt he did not have the
chance to explain the situation
properly. It caused him to lose
credibility and ultimately to
resign, he said.
Hogan had asked Dennison if
he could accompany him to
inform John Mercer, chairman of
the Board of Regents, of the
deficit in February.  
Dennison said the disclosure
was done using his judgment.
“My responsibility is to deal
with the regents and the commis-
sioner,” he said. “That’s my
responsibility. (Hogan) reports to
me.”
Despite the manner in which
the deficit became public, Hogan
said he thinks the disclosure will
help solve the ongoing problems
the department has faced in the
past.
“I believe we’re at a great
crossroads today. There’s no ques-
tion about it,” he said. “I have
dealt with this in my own personal
way for eight years ... If there’s
any silver lining at all, it’s finally
in the open.”
Athletics
Continued from Page 1
said. “Everything’s good about it
— the dancers, the drummers.
There’s a lot of nice people here,
too.”
She added, “It’s one of the best.
That’s why I came back.”
The dancing was divided into
five age groups: elders (55-older),
adults (18-54), teens (12-17), jun-
iors (7-11), and Tiny Tots (6-
younger). First through third places
were awarded in each age group
for the 18 different dance cate-
gories, except for the elders, who
had only one category.
Five judges assessed the dancers
in each category based on dancing
ability and outfit quality. In the eld-
ers and adults groups, winners
received $300 for first place, $200
for second and $100 for third. The
amount of prize money decreased
for each remaining age group, with
Tiny Tots winning a couple of dol-
lars or a Wendy’s free junior
cheeseburger certificate.
“We want to encourage them the
most,” Top Sky said of the Tiny
Tots. “We want to encourage them
that they’re all winners and to keep
dancing.”
Vendors sold American Indian
clothing and jewelry, bumpers
stickers, movies and CDs and many
other things throughout the week-
end. Bobbie Cox came with her
husband from Seattle, Wash., to
rent a vending space to sell CDs,
jewelry and other items.
She said she has been to other
powwows before, including the last
nine Kyi-Yos, and was impressed
with the security at the Adams
Center.
“We’ve been able to go out at
night and leave our things here
without being worried,” she said
Sunday morning. “The security’s
been really good.”
Bob Reiman stumbled upon the
powwow while taking a walk with
his family through campus.
Reiman, from Helena, said they
asked what was going on in the
Adams Center and decided to go
in, much to the delight of his 6-
and 4-year-old sons.
“They really like it and I do
too,” Reiman said as the event was
winding down. “It’s very interest-
ing. It’s nice to see a culture you’ve
never really experienced before.”
Powwow
Continued from Page 1
As promised, current ASUM
president and senate candidate
Aaron Flint violated the $100
spending limit during the 2004
campaign. As promised, the elec-
tion committee has moved to
remove his name from the ballot
or bar him from taking office.
“The elections committee will
not tolerate the breaking of clear
bylaws and feels that the bylaws
are in place to ensure equal
opportunities to all students,”
elections committee chair Kyle
Engelson wrote in a letter to
Flint.
The senate must approve the
elections committee’s recommen-
dation by a two-thirds vote.
Flint reported $214 in cam-
paign spending on his expendi-
ture report.
He spent $100 on a flier sent to
all dorm residents and $30 on a
pizza party, among other things,
Flint said.
Flint said he believes the $100
spending limit is a violation of
the First Amendment and has said
he will take legal action against
the University if the limit is not
changed.
University of Montana legal
counsel David Aronofsky told the
Kaimin in early April that he is
prepared to defend UM if it
comes down to a lawsuit.
“I like Aaron, but believe me,
we would defend this suit dili-
gently,” he said.
Flint said he was proud to
spend $200 to use his right to
free speech.
“I may be $15,000 in debt, but
I don’t mind going a little more
into debt to get my voice heard,”
Flint said.
Flint to be removed
from senate ballot
Curtis Wackerle
Montana Kaimin
There is something unmistakably beautiful about a fresh, new
issue of the Montana Kaimin in the morning. Or in the after-
noon, if that’s when you get up. Whatevs.
